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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Report structure and content. This report covers the sector of small- and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) in the four project cities and provides analysis of the general SME landscape, 
their challenges and opportunities, government policies and SME support programs. A gap 
analysis identifies weaknesses in current SME support structures and programs. Further, 
principles of a business development services (BDS) support program that will be supported by 
the ADB financed project under output 1 is outlined. Information on the consulting services can 
be found in the project administration manual section A of the linked documents to the Report and 
Recommendation of the President of the project. A case study of SME development support in 
Qingdao and an international case is provided. Lastly, three appendixes present an initial list, 
SME cases, and quick appraisal of SMEs that were surveyed and assessed during the project 
preparatory technical assistance (PPTA) of the project. 

 

2.  Project background. The project cities share a border with the Russian Federation to 
the east and to the north, and have a combined population of 5.2 million.1 They were important 
bases for coal-mining and electricity production in the PRC particularly between 1949 and 2013. 
Their fundamental reliance on coal mining and related industries made their economies 
vulnerable, especially when coal prices dropped steeply in 2013. Changing global and domestic 
energy and climate change policies also contributed to rapid economic decline, wage reductions, 
unemployment, urban poverty, and population loss in the project cities.3 In 2014, the project cities 
had a per capita gross domestic product that was 33% lower than the average rate in Heilongjiang 
Province, which in turn was 16% below the national average. Economic revitalization is 
challenging because of the lack of (i) effective programs for SME development, (ii) SME financing 
for investments and longer-term working capital, (iii) investments in competitive products and 
research and development, (iv) capacity to develop and expand businesses, (v) strategic 
workforce development, and (vi) attractive urban environments and services. A further challenge 
to strengthening the private sector is a long tradition of large state-owned enterprises dominating 
the local economies. 
 
3.  The project cities suffer from environmental degradation (pollution of soil, water, and air) 
caused by more than 60 years of coal mining. This, along with inadequate urban infrastructure 
and services—e.g., water supply, wastewater management, drainage, and district heating 
systems—makes for poor livability. Key missing links in the road network lead to detours and 
traffic congestion, especially in Shuangyashan. Project cities lack adequate road maintenance, 
public transport, bus lanes, bus stops, and sidewalks; and urgently need road rehabilitation. Some 
rivers, especially in Hegang and Jixi, flood during heavy storms, have narrow channels, and are 
polluted by sediments and untreated discharge of domestic and industrial wastewater. 
 
4.  Project objectives and benefits. The key aspect of the ADB financed project is to 
support economic revitalization through diversification by developing the private sector. SME 
development is a crucial element. The ADB financed project through its comprehensive urban 
and economic revitalization approach, is expected to help stop and reverse the out-migration of 
the younger qualified workforce and attract and retain residents and companies to more attractive 
project cities. The project will directly benefit 2.73 million urban residents through (i) stronger SME 
competitiveness and jobs creation in improved non-coal industrial parks; (ii) improved 
environment and public image through mining remediation; (iii) improved water supply, sewerage, 
district heating, flood protection, roads, road safety, and public transport; (iv) greater 

                                                
1 China Statistics Press. 2016. Heilongjiang Statistical Yearbook, 2015. Beijing. 
3 After 255,000 people out-migrated during 2010–2015, the population declined by 4.7%. 
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environmental and traffic safety awareness through public education programs; and (v) increased 
cooperation between project cities in tourism promotion, logistics and trade, supply chain 
integration, and SME support using smart city applications. 
 

5. Project outputs. The project has five outputs: (i) capacity in business development 
services and integrated project planning and management developed; (ii) sustainable SME 
investment and access to finance in project cities improved; (iii) key infrastructure and SME 
facilities in non-coal industrial parks in project cities constructed; (iv) remediation and 
environmental cleanup from mining impacts in project cities improved; and (v) integrated urban 
infrastructure and services in project cities improved. The economic analysis was undertaken 
separately for each subcomponent under major infrastructure outputs and for the overall project. 

 

6. SME landscape in the project cities. The project cities were dominated by state-owned 
enterprises for more than 60 years and private sector development is urgent. While the total 
numbers speak a different language, the private sector and SMEs have a structural problem in 
the project cities. Only about 100 large private sector companies exist in the four cities, and more 
than 216,000 SMEs were recorded in the project cities in 2016 by the SME bureaus under the 
cities’ industrial and communication committees. However, the number of employees is about 3 
persons for each SME on average in the project cities, compared to about 9 employees per SME 
nationwide. An overwhelming percentage of SMEs are engaged in the service sector, i.e. 95% in 
Shuangyashan, 73% in Jixi and 66% in Jixi. Many of the project cities’ SMEs were previously 
engaged in coal mining and processing, and a significant number of them defaulted. SMEs 
competitiveness is comparatively low and product quality and innovation lags behind those in 
more developed regions in the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Geographic challenges of 
extreme cold winters, the peripheral location of the East Heilongjiang subregion within the PRC 
and challenges of attracting and retaining talent add to the challenges of economic and private 
sector development.  

 

7. SMEs in various sectors are strong, especially in agriculture value chain including organic 
and green food processing, benefitting of the strong agricultural base of the subregion. 
Companies are also engaged in making traditional Chinese medicine pharmaceutical products, 
which are based on special herbs that grow in the region are successful. Machinery and 
equipment manufacturers were producing for the coal mining and processing industry and are 
switching to serve farming, food processing, energy production, and electrical equipment. Some 
firms are developing graphite high-tech materials and products utilizing the mineral resources 
from Hegang and Jixi. Tourism companies are emerging using natural features and vast land 
resources as key features. Logistics and trade firms are engaged in cross-border trade with the 
Russian Federation, importing resources from the Russian Federation and exporting products 
from the region and the PRC. Imported resources from across the border is the base of various 
companies benefitting from the vast land resources of the neighboring country and its lack of 
residents and workers across the border for example birch wood and other forestry raw products 
processing.  

 

8. While there are a few highlights of successful companies, the challenges need to be 
addressed by government programs and private sector initiatives and the ADB project aims at 
catalyzing SME sector strengthening and industry cluster promotion and development around a 
few key industries that have potential in the project cities. 

 

9. SME development policies and programs. There are various national, provincial and 
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cities policies and programs that support private sector and SME development in the economically 
challenged Northeast, in Heilongjiang province and in the four project cities. The thirteenth five-
year plans of national, provincial and project city government all include private sector 
development and SME development. And the project cities’ plans include diversification and SME 
promotion and support especially in pillar industries. The PRC government has preferential 
policies to support SME development in the Northeast. The Heilongjiang Province Government 
(HPG) supports SMEs with access to finance and capacity development programs. The project 
cities through the SME bureaus and through their industrial parks management support SMEs 
with capacity development. Local universities and colleges, and technical vocational schools have 
also programs to promote business incubations in cooperation with incubators in local industrial 
parks. However, current policies and programs face severe challenges and they are not sufficient 
to create the impact needed. They are underfunded and understaffed. And capacity development 
support to SMEs in areas of business planning, management, marketing, technical product 
development and innovation, human resource development are lacking to effectively help SMEs 
develop and grow. This report presents in fair detail the various programs and the gap analysis 
presented shows weaknesses which present a challenge to effective SME sector development, 
which the ADB BDS program is designed to fill. 

 

10. International cases of subregions that experienced similar challenges around the world 
show that it is challenging to transform a region from mining to a more diverse and knowledge 
based economy, and it is the active labor of more than a generation to make it happen. For 
example Pittsburgh in the United States, Newcastle in the United Kingdom, and the Ruhr Valley 
Region in Germany have experienced dramatic economic decline when their resources declined 
and comprehensive policies and programs supported by national, provincial and local 
governments, and private sector and civic society initiatives over decades show that private sector 
and SME development are key components for revitalizing an economy. However, these and 
some other international cases demonstrate that through engaged and persistent public and 
private planning and action, transformation and revitalization can be catalyzed, and that without 
such actions, and SME development programs, the consequences for such subregions and their 
people would be severe. 

 

11. BDS support principles of the ADB project. The ADB funded BDS capacity 
development subcomponent is designed to fill the gaps identified in the various domestic 
programs and provide targeted and specific support to SMEs especially in the identified pillar 
industries and one-on-one support to ensure sustainable growth of SMEs. The policies and 
programs serve as starting points and the BDS program will build on and work with government 
programs and institutions and strengthen these to enable a sustainable institutional framework 
for lasting SME development support beyond the implementation period of the ADB funded project. 
SME bureaus development and reform commissions, labor and education departments and 
bureaus each on the provincial and city levels will be engaged and trained.  

 

12. The BDS program will mainly provide (i) SME customized capacity building directly supporting 
specific candidate SMEs assisting with business planning, management, financial management, 
accounting, technical product design and innovation, distribution, and marketing; (ii) a web-based 
SME training and networking platform providing online-support and recording training materials 
and events to help SMEs across all four project cities; and (iii) SME business associations 
facilitation and networking to build SME business communities that self-organize and build 
innovation partnerships and organize supply chains, and institutional partnerships with academic 
and government think tanks, within the province, in the PRC and internationally. 
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B. METHODOLOGIES APPLIED  

14. The SME specialist team has conducted the project with three main methodologies: 
desktop research, key stakeholder interviews, and survey distribution and analysis. First, with 
desktop research, the BDS specialist team has collected the needed SME macro landscape data 
in the four cities, Heilongjiang province and in the nation. Moreover, the BDS specialist team has 
reviewed the SME support policies and SME support best international practices through desktop 
research. Second, the BDS specialist team has interviewed key stakeholders. The specialist team 
interviewed SME bureaus, economic development zones, information technology bureaus, and 
the development and reform commissions to assess the SME current landscape, demands, and 
service gaps by collecting information about the reach of the existing SME support mechanisms, 
company selection criteria for such SME support, the specific types of support provided, and 
future new support mechanisms planned. Furthermore, the specialists interviewed SMEs that are 
mostly in non-coal industries to determine their incubation needs, conduct social impact and 
financial due diligence to assess whether they are potentially qualified for the BDS and FIL support. 
Third, the BDS specialist team has distributed surveys to SMEs in the four cities to cross check 
against and complement the face-to-face key stakeholder interviews. 

 

15. As a result of the previously mentioned methodologies, the specialist team has 
synthesized the unmet SME incubation demands. Coupled with the specific SME needs in 
different industries across the four cities, the specialist team has designed a BDS program for the 
next five years onwards. After the BDS design was finalized, the specialist team drafted the Terms 
of Reference for the specials needed to execute the BDS program as well as the BDS budget 
calculation model. Moreover, the specialist team has generated a list of recommended BDS and 
FIL candidate companies for consideration.  

 

16.  By collecting the most up-to-date data from the respective SME bureau in the four cities, 
the BDS specialist team has assessed the overall macro SME landscape in the four cities. More 
specifically, the BDS specialist team has outlined the size, the concentration, the employment  
creation effects, the sector distribution, and the economic value created by the SMEs in the four 
cities. 
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C. ANALYSIS OF SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES LANDSCAPE AND 
THEIR CHALLENGES IN THE PROJECT CITIES 

17.  SME strengths in the four coal-rich cities. The SMEs across the four cities generally 
have access to abundant natural resources, particularly in agriculture and graphite, but also in 
forestry both from within the subregion and across the border to the Russian Federation. Some 
of the SMEs have introduced technologies or business models from more developed provinces 
to their operation. Various favorable policies on the national and provincial-level are also 
applicable to the SMEs, so they take advantage of subsidized loans and easier registration and 
approval processes etc.   
 
18.  SME landscape summary. The total number of SMEs, in 2016 the four project cities 
had about 216,000 SMEs with Jixi having more SMEs than any of the other cities. There is a clear 
sector focus with most SMEs having a strong preference of doing business in the services sector, 
as compared to agricultural and industry sectors. In terms of employment, on average, each SME 
hires about three employees and on average the number of employees remained relatively stable 
in the last years from 2014 to 2016 across the project cities. This number is much lower than the 
national and provincial average which is about 9 employees per SME. In terms of economic value 
added, SMEs in Jixi and Shuangyashan are more efficient per SME. 
 
19.  SME survey and initial assessment. The BDS specialist team has interviewed 56 
companies in the four project cities and a list of the companies is in Appendix 1. SME case 
descriptions with key information is in Appendix 2. A quick appraisal of selected SMEs on their 
strengths and weaknesses is in Appendix 3. 
 
20. Cross city analysis.5 There are more than 210,000 SMEs in Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and 
Shuangyashan. Jixi has more SMEs than any of the other cities, especially in 2014 and 2016, 
when the number in Jixi were higher more than that in Hegang and Shuangyashan combined. 
The other two cities have similar number of SMEs which almost stays unchanged as seen in 
Figure 1 below. 
 

Figure 1: Number of SMEs across Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan 

 
Source: Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, Shuangyashan SME Bureaus.  

                                                
5  Qitaihe SME capacity building agents were not able to access accurate data regarding SMEs locally. Due to the 

lack of accurate data, the cross-city analysis is only among Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan. 
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21. SMEs have a strong preference of doing business in the services sector, as compared to 
agricultural and industry sectors. This is especially the case for Shuangyashan, where 95% of the 
SMEs are in the services sector. In Hegang and Jixi, more than 65% of the SMEs are in the 
services sectors. Agriculture is the second strongest SME sector. And manufacturing is weak, with 
less than 10% of SMEs in the project cities the secondary sector. The percentage of large 
companies in the manufacturing sector is significantly higher. 
 

Figure 2: Three-Year Average Number of Small- and Medium-sized Enterprises  
in Primary Sectors 

 
Source: Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus.  

 
22. Economic value added by small- and medium-sized enterprises.6 There are positive 
trends of economic value added (EVA) in both Jixi and Hegang, while the EVA in Shuangyashan 
decreased significantly in 2016, a 46% drop from 2015 and the EVA in Qitaihe remained relatively 
stable over the last three years. 
 

Figure 3: Change of Economic Value Added across Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and 
Shuangyashan 

 
Source: Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, Shuangyashan SME Bureaus.  

                                                
6  EVA is the measure of a company's financial performance based on the residual wealth calculated by deducting its 

cost of capital from its operating profit, adjusted for taxes on a cash basis. EVA is a relevant measurement to assess 
the additional net economic value that is generated by certain groups of companies. 
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Figure 4: Three-Year Average Economic Value Added Generated per Small- and Medium-

sized Enterprises across Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan 

 
 

Source: Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus.  

 
23. SMEs in Qitaihe are the most efficient in EVA generation per SME, and such a high 
average remains relatively the same throughout the years. Jixi and Shuangyashan are more 
efficient in terms of EVA generation per SME throughout the 3-year period than Hegang. SMEs in 
both cities enjoy a boost from 2014 to 2015. However, in the final year, there is a big fall in both 
cities, such that the efficiency of SMEs in Jixi returns to the same level as two years ago, and that 
in Shuangyashan falls almost by half. SMEs in Hegang are maintaining a stable performance of 
EVA generation, with slight elevation in 2016. 
 

Figure 5: Three-Year Average Economic Value Added across Hegang, Jixi, and 
Shuangyashan in Primary Sectors 

Source: Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus.  
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24. In all cities, services sector contributes highest EVA as compared to the other two sectors, 
followed by industry sector. Agriculture sector generates the least amount of EVA across the 3-
year period. Compared to the other two cities, Jixi has higher EVA contribution from agriculture 
business but lower EVA from service sector SMEs. 
 

Figure 6: Three-Year Average Economic Value Added in Jixi in Primary Sectors 

 
Source: Jixi SME Bureau.  

 
25. In Jixi, there is a clear trend that the SMEs in the service industry are increasingly creating 
larger incremental economic benefits than their counterparts in the industrial sector and the 
agricultural sector. The EVA for industrial sector has been decreasing consistently, and the gap 
between the industrial sector and the agricultural sector has narrowed over time. 
 

Figure 7: Three-Year Average Economic Value Added in Shuangyashan  
in Primary Sectors 
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Source: Shuangyashan SME Bureau.  

 
26. Shuangyashan has experienced a strong fluctuation in total economic value added 
between 2014 and 2016. The fluctuation is mainly caused by the changes in both industry and 
services sectors, whereas the agriculture sector makes stable contribution in absolute terms. 
 

Figure 8: Three-Year Average Economic Value Added in Hegang in Primary Sectors 

Source: Hegang SME Bureau.  

 
27. In contrast, different sectors’ contributions to EVA have remained largely the same from 
2014 to 2016 in Hegang.       
 
28. Number of employees across Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan. The number 
of workforce at SMEs in each city declines from 2014 to 2015, and climbs up in 2016. Both 
Hegang and Shuangyashan have had slightly fewer people working at SMEs over the period. The 
number of employees working for SMEs remains the same for Qitaihe. On the contrary, the 
population of workforce at SMEs in Jixi has increased over time, and it has been more than double 
that of the other two cities in all three years. 
 

Figure 9: Change of Employees across Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan 
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Source: Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus. 
 

Figure 10: Three-Year Average Number of Employees per Small- and Medium-sized 
Enterprises in the Nation, Heilongjiang Province;  

and across Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan 

 
Source: Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus, National and Heilongjiang Provincial Statistics 
Bureaus.   

 
29. The national level of employee number per company is higher than the provincial level 
and the city level in all four cities. The indicator decreases both at the national and Heilongjiang 
levels, from 2014 to 2015. There is a sharp decrease in the provincial level in 2015, as there is a 
dramatic decline in the total number of employees working in the region. In the four cities, on 
average each SME hires three employees and such an average number remains relatively stable 
from 2014 to 2016 across cities. Only SMEs in Jixi increase employment, catching up the level 
with Hegang, whereas SMEs in Shuangyashan has the lowest average number of employees, 
and SMEs in Qitaihe has the lowest average. 
 
30. There are more people working in the services sector in all cities, followed by similar 
percentage of workers in the industry sector. Shuangyashan has the most condensed population 
working in the services sector and smallest workforce in the agriculture businesses, as compared 
to the other cities.  

 
Figure 11: Three-Year Average Employee across Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan  
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in Primary Sectors 

Source: Hegang, Jixi, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus. 

 
 
D. CHALLENGES FOR GROWTH FOR SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES  

AND ADDITIONAL DEMANDS IN THE PROJECT CITIES 

32.  The below section outlines the major challenges for further development facing the SMEs 
in four coal-rich cities. The main challenges rang from difficulty to secure relatively long-term 
affordable funding, the severe shortage of talent supply, very limited business development 
capacity, and lack of access to advanced industry practices.   

 

33.  Difficult to secure relatively long-term affordable funding. Almost all SMEs in the 
four cities have mentioned difficulty to secure affordable longer-term financing as the most 
significant hurdle that limits their growth. Most of the SMEs rely on commercial banks as their 
main sources of financing. However, commercial banks in the four cities are often reluctant to lend 
to SMEs, because they consider such loans as too risky for a number of reasons. 

 

(i) The collapse of SMEs in the coal industry over the past few years has led to waves 
of defaulted loans. Attempting to improve the overall performance of their loans, 
commercial banks in the four coal-rich cities have further tightened risk control 
measures on SMEs, which made it even more difficult for local SMEs to receive 
loans. 

(ii) As a result of poor internal financial & cash management, some SMEs in the four 
cities have defaulted on their loans before and hence cannot easily access new 
loans. For example, a graphite company in one of the four cities needed short-term 
working capital to repay an existing loan before receiving a new loan from a 
different commercial bank. However, due to the lack of working capital, the 
company defaulted on the previous loan and as a result lost the new loan as well. 
Moreover, the default history has made commercial guarantors more reluctant to 
extent guarantees to this particular company. Without credible guarantees, the 
SME found it very challenging to secure funding. Similar scenarios have been 
reoccurring fairly frequently in the four cities.   

(iii) Even for SMEs that are eligible for lending from commercial banks, it is still difficult 
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to secure loans with longer-tenure. In order to provide long-term loans, commercial 
banks often require SMEs to use their fixed-assets as collaterals. However, a large 
number of SMEs are in asset-light business models and therefore cannot put up 
sufficient collaterals to receive the amount of long-term capital they need. For 
examples, some agricultural companies in the four cities might have very healthy 
cash flows and revenues, but often do not have a large number of fixed assets to 
us as collaterals. In such scenario, these companies struggle to receive long-term 
loans and have to rely on more expensive short-term capital sources.  

 

34. Shortage of talent supply. A large number of SMEs in the four cities mention that the 
shortage of needed talents is one of the key challenges that limit companies’ growth. Technical 
talents, mid-level managers, and sales talents are in particular dire demand. There are various 
reasons that contribute to such a shortage in talent supply. First, employees at SMEs do not see 
long-term career prospects in the four coal-rich cities and therefore are more willing to move to 
bigger cities in search of better career opportunities. Second, many SMEs lack effective internal 
employee incentive system and attractive compensation package, because the companies 
themselves are struggling financially. Third, SMEs are short of long-term retention programs for 
talents, such as mentorship mechanism, performance bonus, career development planning, and 
company profit sharing. As most SMEs do not proactively align companies’ long-term interests 
with their employees’ benefits, it is difficult for employees to remain motivated over a longer period 
of time.  

    

35. Limited business development capacity. SMEs across different industries in the four 
cities raised the common challenge to differentiate their products, develop new businesses and 
expand their market share in competitive markets. 70% of companies that were interviewed 
considered branding, great product quality and lower price as the most effective ways to develop 
new businesses. Branding is often interpreted the same as advertising, and fundamental 
questions such as who the target customers are and how to reach them were seldom addressed. 
Commonly adopted approaches such as competitor benchmarking or best practice learning are 
rarely exercised. Key measures to sales force effectiveness such as sales target setting, sales 
territory definition, KPI setting and incentives, are rarely applied. 

 

36. Lack of access to advanced industry practices. Many SMEs in the four cities have 
been following out-of-date management methodologies and technologies and do not have easy 
access to more advanced industry practices. Many SME entrepreneurs prefer to follow pre-
established methods of operation and are resistant to changes. For some of the SME 
entrepreneurs who are keen to update themselves with latest industry practices and technologies, 
they often times lack effective channels to receive such information. For example, an agricultural 
company developing high-calcium vegetables is keen to be connected to experts in tier one cities 
to improve the calcium contents within its products. However, the company does not have 
sufficient resources to attract industry experts who have access to advanced technologies. 

 

E. SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES  DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND 
PROGRAMS REVIEW 

37. National-level Thirteenth Five-Year Plan SME support policy. During the 13th plan 
period, there are explicit sections dedicated to promote the growth of SMEs from the following 
aspects: promote entrepreneurship, improve innovative capacity, transform and upgrade industry, 
expand domestic and international markets, and transform roles and responsibilities. More 
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specifically, the 13th Five-Year Plan has outlined six critical programs in the five areas: 

 

(i) “Internet+” SME Program: SMEs should be encouraged to improve and upgrade 
their abilities to apply information technology to their businesses. The government 
should promote the development of new Internet+ business models and 
strengthen support to Internet technology services.   

(ii) Professional, Targeted, Special, and Innovative SME Incubation Program: 
focus on incubating SMEs with outstanding technologies and services and high 
market share in granular markets in the key sectors outlined in “Made in China 
2025.”  

(iii) SME Service Provider Capacity Building Program: incubate and support the 
construction of SME incubators. Promote effective operation of SME service online 
platforms. Create more innovative SME public services. Improve the abilities of 
industry associations and service organizations.   

(iv) Industry Cluster Development Capacity Upgrade Program: optimize the 
macro development environment of the industry clusters. Promote the 
construction of smart clusters. Improve coordination and innovation within 
specific industry clusters. Promote the construction of brand images for industry 
clusters. 

(v) Improve SME Corporate Management Program: promote the establishment of 
modern corporation management system within SMEs. Promote consulting 
services for SMEs and innovations in SME management. Further attract and 
retain talents at SMEs.   

(vi) Promote SME Internationalization Program: further create collaboration 
between SMEs in China and in other countries. Promote the products and 
technologies of Chinese SMEs abroad and introduce international best practices 
to China.  

 

38.  Northeastern economic revitalization policies: the national-level northeastern 
economic revitalization policies have emphasized the importance of promoting industry 
transformation from conventional heavy-manufacturing to more innovative industries. More 
specifically,  

 

(i) Build manufacturing transformation clusters: to support the pilot program of “Made 
in China 2025,” the northeastern provinces should establish investment funds to invest in 
the industry clusters that focus on advanced manufacturing.     

(ii) Expand the agriculture industry: further introduce the “market purchasing price + 
subsidies” mechanisms and expand the online sales channels to establish the branding 
of northeastern agricultural products and expand the market shares.  

(iii) Promote “Internet+” new industries: encourage the growth of e-commerce 
entrepreneurship. Establish big-data pilot bases. 

(iv) Incubate businesses in tourism industry: improve and further build out new tourism 
infrastructure in order to create a new set of top-tier tourism attractions.  

(v) Revitalize the economies of coal-rich cities: create jobs in non-coal industries to 
absorb the additional labor from scaled-down coal industry.  

  

39.  Provincial-level SME support policy and programs. Following the national 13th Five-
Year Plan as guidelines, the Heilongjiang province has issued their latest policy in 2016, namely 
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“The Multiple Opinions to Support the Development of Private-Sector Economies” (“Opinions”). 
The policy targets to support private-sector companies, most of them SMEs, focusing on 8 key 
areas: expand the industries that the private sector companies can enter, promote and strengthen 
free market mechanisms, support private-sector companies transformation and upgrade, assist 
private-sector companies to expand the market, lower production and operation costs for private-
sector companies, improve financial support and reduce tax burden, improve public services, and 
optimize the development environment.7 Some of the policies are particularly relevant to the four 
coal-rich cities: 
 

(i) Support the development of new pillar sectors. The 13th plan emphasized key 
sectors to focus on for China to become a manufacturing power country by 2025. 
Some of the key sectors such as electrical equipment and new material are aligned 
with the new pillar industries that the four coal-rich cities intend to develop. 
Furthermore, the provincial policy explicitly mentions sectors such as green 
agriculture, tourism, healthcare as key areas of development for Heilongjiang. 
These industries also overlap with the non-coal industries that the four cities plan 
to promote. With the policy alignment, the qualified companies in these focus 
sectors can enjoy tangible benefits, such as fixed assets investment loan interest 
subsidies. SMEs in these key sectors and located in poverty-struck counties can 
potentially enjoy additional direct financial subsidies.   

(ii) Technology and business model upgrade and transformation support:. The 
13th Five-Year Plan highlights the importance of developing SMEs with outstanding 
technologies and products, encouraging SMEs to focus on precise manufacturing, 
and growing smart industry clusters. To help SMEs acquire advanced technologies, 
the latest provincial policy (the “Opinions”) outlines multiple types of subsidies that 
SMEs can apply to upgrade and transform their existing technologies and business 
models, such as purchasing external technologies, establishing internal research 
centers, and introducing digital manufacturing plants etc. For example, in the 
graphite industry, having the latest production equipment and technologies is very 
crucial to the company’s growth prospects; however, the graphite refining 
equipment and technologies are often very costly. The provincial-level subsidies 
can partially alleviate the SMEs financial burden when making such longer-term 
investments. In fact, some of the SME support agents in the four cities are already 
planning to utilize the provincial government policies. For example, the Qitaihe 
economic development zone is applying for subsidies from the technology bureau 
to introduce new technologies from universities to support the new bio-
fermentation cluster in the development zone. While SMEs can directly apply for 
these provincial-level subsidies, in reality, such direct application is usually not 
feasible either due to the lack of publicly-available information on implementation 
guidelines, or the needs for facilitation from government agents if the specific 
subsidy that the SMEs are applying to does not fall under provincial or city-level 
policy priorities. 

(iii) Attract and retain quality talents: The 13th Five-Year Plan highlights the 
importance of talent introduction in improving SMEs’ management capacity. Some 
of the key aspects of focus are providing needed trainings to the management of 
SMEs, exploring enterprise and school collaboration by contract, establishing 
talent communication platform and strengthening talent introduction. On the 
provincial-level, the government plans to provide concrete financial benefits, such 

                                                
7  “The Multiple Opinions to Support the Development of Private-Sector Economies” (“Opinions”): 
http://www.hlj.gov.cn/zwfb/system/2016/12/20/010804297.shtml 
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as cash benefits, housing and relocation subsidies, to the qualified talents. Such 
policies to attract and retain talents are particularly relevant to the four cities. SMEs 
in the four cities could potentially leverage the provincial-level policy to offer more 
tangible financial benefits to attract and retain talents.     

(iv) Reduce company operating costs. The provincial policy outlines policies to 
reduce the operating costs of private-sector companies. More specifically, eligible 
private-sector companies could apply to receive reduction in personnel social 
security costs, electricity costs, and land-usage costs. Out of the pillar industries 
that the four cities are supporting, certain industries tend to have lower profit 
margin, for example agriculture, and can potentially benefit from the new policy. 

(v) Improve financial support and reduce tax burden. Access to affordable finance 
is a key challenge identified by SMEs in the four cities. The provincial policy 
encourages commercial banks to provide additional lending to SMEs. First, 
commercial banks are allowed to relax their non-performing loan measurement for 
small and micro companies. The non-performing loan percentage for small and 
micro companies can be 2% higher than the overall average. Second, the 
provincial government will make recommendations on outstanding private-sector 
companies to financial organizations so these companies can more easily gain 
access to additional financing. Third, the provincial government will also offer 
interest rate subsidies for companies that have secured new working capital loans, 
and the government subsidy terms are particularly favorable for companies located 
in impoverished counties. However, it is worth noticing similar policies have already 
been put in place before to encourage commercial banks to lend to SMEs, yet the 
outcomes have not always been satisfactory. To a large extent, commercial banks 
are still not willing to lend to SMEs due to risk concerns.  

 

40. As a result, the government is promoting alternative source of funding besides lending 
from commercial banks. A CNY 2 billion SME development fund will be established to invest in 
early-stage SMEs. Such incubation equity fund could not only provide an alternative source of 
capital but more in-depth business incubation support as well. In fact, Hegang SME bureau and 
the Qitaihe Economic Development Zone have already expressed interests in establishing such 
an equity fund to support the non-coal pillar industries locally.  

 

41. Strengthen SME service platforms: In the 13th Five-Year Plan, the SME Service 
Provider Capacity Building Program is entirely dedicated to strengthening the existing SME 
service platforms. The national-level policy agenda stresses the importance of both online service 
platforms as well as offline service providers such as SME incubators and industry associations. 

 

42. Following the guidance of the 13th Five-Year Plan, the provincial-level policy more 
specifically emphasizes on the particular detailed services that support agents should focus on, 
including information services in innovation, quality control, management consulting, legal and 
compliance, talent training, market expansion, and financing services. These particular service 
areas cover almost all the major concerns of the SMEs from the four coal-rich cities. However, it 
is worth noticing that these particular service areas were also largely mentioned in policies from 
previous years. Yet a large gap between SMEs’ demand and the services provided by local SME 
support agents has still persisted over the years. With the new policy, currently there is a lack of 
clarity on how the actual implementation will be different from the previous ones in order to better 
realize the needed services for SMEs.  
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43. City-level SME support policy and program review. At the city level, there have been 
sporadic policies that were raised to provide various forms of subsidies to SMEs. However, most 
of them were not actually implemented mostly due to the four cities’ financial constraints. At the 
city level, the policy focus has been to follow the existing policy schemes that are determined at 
the provincial level instead of establishing city-level specific policies. 

 

F. SME CAPACITY BUILDING NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE  

1. SME Capacity Building National Best Practice Review 

44.  Case 1: The Public Service Center for SME of Qingdao: 
The Public Service Center for SME of Qingdao (Hereafter “The Center”) is currently operated by 
municipal SME bureau. The Center services over 160,000 SMEs, which mostly come from 
industrial (manufacturing), and e-commerce sectors. The Center currently has over 30 fulltime 
employees, and is 100% funded by the government (Industry and Information Committee). The 
four major services offered by the Center are: 
 

(i) Financial service: the service has been rated as one of the top three most well-
received services by SMEs. It offers SMEs with two equity funds “Industry Upgrade 
and Transformation Fund” and “Internet+ Industry Development Fund” and one 
Bridging Loan, all funded by government and operated by the Center. The total size 
of the two equity investment funds is over RMB 3bn, and Bridge Loan’s size 
exceeded RMB5 bn in 2016. The“Industry Upgrade and Transformation Fund” is set 
up by the municipal government as a “Guiding Fund”. Government contributes 25% 
of the total fund, and the rest by commercial banks. The fund is dedicated to SMEs 
in manufacturing and information industry in Qingdao. The Bridge Loan is established 
by the municipal economic information committee, to guide the state-owned capital 
to participate in the investment of SMEs. An individual loan size should not exceed 
RMB 20 million and will be paid back within 10 working days, with daily interest rate 
no higher than 0.1%. In addition, the Center also provides credit financing for 
government purchase contracts, and financial advisory services.  

(ii) Policy interpretation: provides SMEs with free consultation services on policies 
including certification of micro and small enterprises, start-up subsidies, tax 
reduction, and fund application. From Feb.2017, the center launched an audio live 
interactive program on their Wechat public account and invite officials, such as 
deputy director of Commission of Economy and Information Technology in Qingdao, 
to share with the enterprises updated policy interpretation and advices. The Center 
publishes updated policy review on weekly basis, both on their website, and on their 
Wechat public account. In addition to online service, the Center also provides one-
on-one policy advisory service on monthly basis, which will be conducted in the 
Center. This is the second most popular service well received by SMEs due to the 
fast-evolving government policies on SMEs in recent years. 

(iii) Training for middle and senior managers: This is the 3rd most well-received 
service by SME. The training is tailored for middle and senior managers of SMEs, 
including general business management (strategic planning, branding, sales and 
business development, financial management, etc.), as well as sector-specific 
subjects including technology development. The trainers are mostly from top-tier 
universities including Tsinghua Univ., Peking Univ. and Zhejiang University. The 
Center will cover the trainers’ travel and accommodation costs, and also pay an 
honorarium of RMB3,000-5,000 per day. 
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(iv) Technology consultation service: this service is for the “high potential” 
enterprises, whose specific needs are on industry technology, processing, and 
design development. The Center connects target enterprise with research institutes 
and universities, and build “production-academy-research” platform, to advance the 
new technology break-through and “go-to-market” for new product and technology. 
Small Enterprise Association is collaborating with the Center to provide this service. 
Funding of such service will be mostly by target enterprises, and subsidized by the 
Center. In addition to paid services, the Center also recruited senior experts and 
engineering personnel, based on their technical expertise, as technical service 
volunteers. As a group, they provide free consultation on technologies, and provide 
professional training on product development, through the Center’s online and 
offline services. 

(v) Venue rental platform: leveraging the Center’s online platform (official website& 
Wechat account), venue rental information will be assessed by the Center before 
being posted online. Venues for rent include offices, incubators, meeting site. The 
service target mostly the micro and small size enterprises. 

45.  There are two success cases where SMEs’ needs are fulfilled with the support from the 
Center in Qingdao 
 

i. Qingdao Topscomm Communication Co., Ltd 
Qingdao Topscomm was founded in April 2008, a high-tech electronics company 
specializing in the development of wired communication systems. During its preparation for 
its Initial Public Offering (IPO), Topscomm benefited from the Center’s special funds for SME 
public financing, which covers 50% of intermediary agency expenses (~ RMB 3m), and post-
IPO grant as reward. Besides, Topscomm got help from the Center for its Intellectual property 
declaration, related expert consultancy which was crucial for the IPO.  
 

ii. Medrich medical technology co. LTD (Qingdao)  
Medrich, a medium sized medical application company established in 2012, planned to go 
IPO in 2019. Since its establishment, the company has quickly distinguished itself with its 
core technology in biotech and medical research. The company won “The Entrepreneur 
Competition” organized by the Center in 2014, and was awarded small amount of grant 
(~RMB300,000), together with the free coaching services by technology experts. Those 
support proved to be crucial for the company’s growth. By participating the Center’s “SME 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Road-show”, the company quickly attracted investments 
and is now on track for its IPO in 2019. 

 
46.  Different from the four coal-rich cities, Qingdao has a more dynamic non-coal related 
portfolio of SMEs. Also, the funding by Qingdao government is more sufficient. Nevertheless, the 
Center’s experiences of servicing SMEs can be referenced by the coal-rich cities. First, SMEs 
value the tailored services, specific to their individual needs, regardless the services being one-
on-one based. Second, while on-line service platform’s major task is to connect SMEs to service 
provider (e.g. a bank), the most value adding service is “off-line” meetings, facilitated by the 
Center and business association. And lastly, SMEs are motivated to join the service platform, only 
when they receive “resources”, such as access to bridging loan or equity investment fund, loan 
and value adding services such as trainings specific to their needs 

 

2. SME Capacity Building International Best Practice Review 
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Case 1: How International Finance Corporation’s (IFC’s) Business Edge program helped 
Nepalese Poultry producers 
 
47.  Nepalese poultry sector, being an essential employment source, covers more than 
70,000 of local population. Due to the lack of formal training on farm management, particularly 
due to “inefficient feeding practices and low quality of baby chickens”, the sector faced nearly $32 
million of profit loss in 2014.  
 
48.  To upgrade and transform the poultry industry in Nepal, IFC has deployed the following 
advisory interventions. First, IFC conducted evaluation on process quality of poultry feed, and 
advised on best practices to improve feed nutrition. Second, IFC developed a Standard Operating 
Practice / a guide of good practices for the purpose of increasing production efficiency. Third, IFC 
provided training to poultry farm staff and enhanced the capacity of local veterinarian by “Train 
the Trainers” program. And lastly, IFC signed an agreement with a poultry feed manufacturer, 
Probiotech Industries, to inject a USD1.9 million of equity into the company “to enhance farm 
productivity and boost incomes in rural Nepal”. 
 
49.  IFC’s advisory approach carries various implications for the four coal-rich cities. First, 
financial support to SMEs often needs to be coupled with technical trainings targeting specific 
industries. Such approach was implemented in IFC’s case and is also designed as the FIL and 
BDS integration for the four coal-rich cities. Second, trainings should not only target the end 
beneficiaries, the SMEs, but also build capacity locally for SME’s service providers. In four coal-
rich cities’ case, it is crucial to build capacity for SME service providers, for example the local 
economic zones, to improve their service quality. When the service providers’ capacity is improved, 
then the support for local SMEs can be more sustainably improved.  
 
Case 2: How IFC’s online training portal “Toolkit” supported SMEs in business growth 

 
50.  SME Toolkit, an IFC project in partnership with IBM that was started in 2006, helps 
entrepreneurs and SMEs around the globe to acquire sustainable business management 
measure to enhance their “productivity, efficiency, and capacity, as well as improve their access 
to finance and new markets”. As an online-based training portal, SME Toolkit offers a wide range 
of online courses  for entrepreneurs to start, finance, formalize, manage and grow successful 
business. This includes over 5,000 free business forms, tools, and how-to-articles, as well as a 
global business directory, multilingual community forums, and SMS updates. The areas covered 
include accounting, finance, human resources, international business, legal, insurance, marketing, 
sales, operations and technology. In addition to global content, SME Toolkit local websites offer 
information on local business news, events, and regulations. Users can register and log in, fi nd 
business partners, list in an online SME directory, create a hosted web page for their business, 
and participate in multilingual social networks on key business topics. The Toolkit also offers a 
business training curriculum on improving business management practices and overall business 
performance using computer-based tools. The workshops are available to business development 
service (BDS) providers and SMEs in key markets. 8As of January 2016, the SME Toolkit has 
reached 6.2 million users per year. 78% of repeat users reported improved business performance 
as a result of using SME Toolkit. One of the successful cases is outlined as below.  
  
51.  Ms. Hasina Jahan is the CEO of a small business in Bangladesh that produces coir 
mattresses. She started off in a small way but her business grew quickly, and keeping up with the 

                                                
8 “SME Toolkit: Build your Business” 
http://www.smetoolkit.org/smetoolkit/en/file/content/57191/en/SMEToolkitGlobalBrochure_July2015.pdf 
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increasing demand for her product proved to be a challenge. In an experience-sharing session 
organized by the South Asia Enterprise Development Facility's Knowledge Center at the Dhaka 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Hasina explained some of the challenges that her business 
was facing—chief among them was obtaining a bank loan. Without a formal business plan, Ms. 
Jahan was unable to secure a loan. With the classes on the SME Toolkit, an associate at the 
Knowledge Center guided her through the process of utilizing the SME Toolkit to create a formal 
business plan. Shortly thereafter, Hasina’s new business plan enabled her to obtain the loan of 
US$2,000 that she needed. The loan provided a major boost to her business, and now Hasina is 
ready to apply for larger loans when she needs them. 9 
 
52.  Similarly, the planned SME service platform can also help SMEs in the four coal-rich 
cities. The web platform can reduce communication barriers between SMEs and their service 
providers, such as the SME bureaus and various experts. Moreover, through the web platform, 
SMEs will be able to more easily access the best industry practices and the latest policy updates. 
Furthermore, the web platform is a cost-effective mechanism to support SMEs, as the platform 
can disseminate more general training information to a large number of local SMEs at fairly low 
prices.   
 
Case 3: How IFC incubated SMEs in the olive oil production industry in the West Bank and 
Gaza, Israel  
 
53.  Agribusiness account the majority of employment in the West Bank and Gaza. Olive oil 
production is a major driver of economic growth locally. However, the olive oil production is facing 
various challenges, such as weak quality control, poor packaging and labeling, inadequate supply 
chain links, etc. In addition, current olive pressing practices are particularly harmful to the 
environment. IFC worked with eight olive oil companies— representing the majority of the sector 
in the West Bank and Gaza—to increase their compliance with international food standards, 
establish a framework for marketing olive oil for exports, enhance access to finance for producers, 
and improve their environmental performance through waste minimization and recycling.10 The 
detailed impacts of the program are as following:   
 

• Established cooperation between a US importer and SMEs in the West Bank and 
Gaza. 

• Established a unified marketing framework through a new brand called Daskara 
which represents the industry in international markets. 

• Eight local SMEs were trained on: Financial management, credit, and other 
aspects of financing, and gained exposure to global markets. 

• Traceability standards, using a specially-developed IFC Traceability Manual.  

• Eight local SMEs almost doubled the retail price of their product, going from $14 
per bottle to $23, thanks to stronger branding and marketing. 

• Five out of eight SMEs that worked with IFC became ISO and HACCP certified, by 
complying with international food safety standards. 

• 110 employees of bottling companies and their suppliers were trained on testing, 
packing, and export procedures for olive oil. 

• Completed an environmental assessment on the use of waste water  
  
 

                                                
9  “Story: a business planning success” http://www.smetoolkit.org/smetoolkit/en/content/en/136/Story-A-
Business-Planning-Success 
10 “Helping Local Companies Increase Olive Oil Exports in the West Bank and Gaza” ifc.org/agribusiness 
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G. FOUR CITIES’ EXISTING SME CAPACITY BUILDING MECHANISMS AND GAPS 

1. Existing efforts from local government agents and incubators.  

54.  In the four cities, SMEs are currently supported mostly by SME bureaus under the city-
level Industry and Information Technology Bureau and by local economic development zones. In 
each city, there are fewer than 100 full-time staff members at either the SME bureau or the 
economic zone to support more than 30 thousand SMEs in the respective city. The full-time staff 
to SME ratio is incredibly low.  

 
Figure 12: Small- and Medium-sized Enterprise Support Agent Organizational 

Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 

Table 1: Small- and Medium-sized Enterprise Support Agent Overview and Capacity 

City 
Small- and Medium-sized Enterprise  

Support Agent Name Number of People 

Hegang  Small and Medium Enterprises Bureau 40 

Economic Development Zone 36 

Jixi  Small and Medium Enterprises Bureau 3 

Jiguan District Industrial Park 8 

Shuangyashan  Small and Medium Enterprises Bureau 3 

Economic Development Zone   60 

Qitaihe  Economic Development Zone 20 

Small and Medium Enterprises Bureau 2 

Source: Hegang, Jixi, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan SME Bureaus, Hegang Economic Zone, Jiguan District Industrial 
Park, Shuangyashan Economic Development Zone, and Qitaihe Economic Development Zone.  
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56.  In-depth support is concentrated on a handful of larger-scale SMEs in local pillar 
industries. Besides graphite mining/processing and agriculture which are considered local pillar 
industries in all four cities, each city also has its own pillar industries to support, e.g. tourism and 
medical devices in Jixi, bio-fermentation in Qitaihe, high-end mechanical devices and sustainable 
energy in Hegang, and mechanical device manufacturing in Shuangyashan. Most of the SME 
support resources are channeled to a total of no more than 100 larger enterprises in these pillar 
industries. The support consists of the following:  

(i) Low-cost or free office space to SMEs. The support agents often provide office 
or production space to SMEs for free or at a low cost. As a result, SMEs are able 
to save on rent and utility costs. In addition, for SMEs based in the local economic 
development zone, the physical location in an industry cluster helps create network 
synergy. For example, a cluster of e-commerce Internet+ companies are physically 
located in the Qitaihe economic development zone office space. The physical 
proximity creates opportunities for easier collaboration among different companies.  

(ii) Serve as information platforms to SMEs. The support agents serve as bridges 
of communication between SMEs and other relevant government agents. Both 
SME bureau and the economic development zone regularly convey and elaborate 
on the latest relevant government policies and subsidy programs to the SMEs in 
their respective regions. Such functionality is crucial to SMEs, because without 
such guidance, it is practically impossible for SMEs to receive such subsidies on 
their own for challenges mentioned in the previous sections. They also help SMEs 
simplify their regular registration processes and apply for various forms of patents. 
In addition, the support agents also assist SMEs in applying for suitable 
government subsidies at the city level or at the provincial level. The support agents 
also act as portals to dissemble critical information to SMEs. For example, SME 
bureau in Qitaihe facilitates business development by introducing SMEs to 
participate in industry exhibitions. In Hegang, the SME bureau assists SMEs to 
recruit talents by posting job openings on the Hegang SME service website. 
Despite the various challenges and drawbacks that these information channels 
exhibit, which will be elaborated later, they do offer an alternative for SMEs to 
access a pool of needed information via one simple collective channel. 

(iii) Direct and indirect forms of financial assistance to SMEs. In terms of direct 
financial assistance, both provincial and city government have established policies 
to support SMEs’ technology innovations and upgrades. As the execution office, 
SME support agent offers cash benefits to encourage technology upgrades. 
Furthermore, the SME bureaus in all four cities also provide short-term bridge 
loans for companies to pay off their previous ones before receiving new loans from 
the same commercial bank. A SME is eligible to apply for such short-term 
government-backed loan when (a) the company has already secured a new loan 
from the same commercial bank as its existing loan; (b) the starting date of the 
new loan is later then the full repayment date of the existing loan; and (c) the 
company doesn’t have other financial means to repay the existing loan on time. 
Under such circumstances, the SME bureau can facilitate the company to apply 
for an interim loan with repayment period fewer than 30 days. Such short-term loan 
has been considered as one of the most useful services by the SMEs in four cities 
as it helps them alleviate immediate and tangible financial crunch. For example, in 
Hegang, the program was launched in November 2015, and currently 16 SMEs 
have already enjoyed the service. 

(iv) In terms of indirect financial assistance, the support agents connect SMEs with 
commercial banks and potential equity investors. Both SME bureaus and 
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economic development zones regularly collect individual company’s financial 
needs and reflect the needs to targeted regional commercial banks to facilitate 
one-to-one deals. Moreover, the support agents also organize group events that 
allow SMEs to interact with a group of potential lenders or investors. For example, 
in Jixi, the Jiguan District economic development zone incubator organized 
exemplary companies in the incubator to visit investors in Harbin and Beijing. 

(v) Operate capacity building programs to meet SMEs’ non-financial needs. All 
support agents in the four cities operate group training programs for senior 
management of SMEs. The trainings are mostly on generic business topics, 
operated by third-party training service providers. A common feedback from SMEs 
in the project cities is that such group sessions are not targeted enough to the 
specific questions of their enterprises, hence the participants do not find the 
sessions very useful.  Most support agents also provide one-on-one company 
clinic and management consulting services to SMEs, which are often subsidized 
by the city and provincial government. The feedback from the SME participants 
however is not satisfactory, as the mentors usually cannot effectively identify the 
root causes of the companies’ challenges and lack of resources to offer insightful 
solutions. Such outcome is also caused by mismatched expectations between 
what the experts are willing to offer and what the SMEs are expecting, as there 
has not been concrete target agreed upon for these expert consulting services 
beforehand. Without a result-driven approach, the experts are not incentivized to 
deliver services based on SMEs’ actual performance results. On the other hand, 
SMEs usually expect to achieve immediate results after such expert consulting 
services. Depending on the scale and complexity of the challenges that the specific 
SMEs are facing, the expectation for immediate benefits after consulting services 
could be unrealistic to begin with.    

(vi) Some SME support agents have organized irregular capacity building programs 
that are successful at times but lack continuity. For example, the Hegang SME 
bureau operated a senior manager academy program previously. Local 
government officials together with 200 senior SME managers traveled to Beijing to 
undertake trainings on the latest corporate management techniques. The feedback 
from SME participants was very positive, as the program offered SME senior 
managers an opportunity to build a network with government officials and their 
fellow entrepreneurs while learning from first-tier mentors. However, this program 
discontinued due to personnel changes of Hegang government. 

 

2. Causes of service gaps in SME capacity building support 

57.  While capacity building services are valuable to SMEs in the four cities, there are various 
service gaps that are identified, and the key causes of such service gaps are as following:  

(i) The government support agents lack qualified professionals to provide 
targeted advice and services to companies. The SME support agents in the 
four cities all serve a large and diverse group of SME constituents in many different 
industries. For example, in Qitaihe economic development zone, the 35 
manufacturing companies located in the development zone are in sectors as 
diverse as construction materials, food processing, mechanical processing, and e-
commerce, with a very different set of needs. However, equipped with fewer than 
10 members, the SME support agents are severely under-staffed to deliver 
customize services that they are tasked with. Other than the sheer under supply 
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of support personnel in number, the current members of the support agents often 
do not have the specific insights and skills needed to carry out targeted services 
that the companies need. For example, while all four cities are heavily promoting 
the growth of the graphite industry and green agriculture industry, almost none of 
the SME support agents has staff members with experiences in these sectors. 
Another example is that Jixi’s Jiguan District Economic Development Zone has 
envisioned starting a SME incubator to further support companies within its 
premise. However, the economic zone staff actually has no previous experience 
operating an incubator. One main reason that leads to the lack of qualified talents 
is that the SME support agents themselves usually do not have sufficient funding 
to attract and retain outstanding talents.  

(ii) The government support agents have limited financial resources themselves, 
therefore cannot provide extensive financial support to SMEs. The four coal-
rich cities historically have relied on coal mining and processing industry as their 
pillar industries. With the deterioration of these industries over the years, local 
government tax revenue has been suffering as well. Consequently, the budget for 
SME support agents has decreased. Even though there are provincial and city-
level policies to support SMEs, with limited budgets, local support agents cannot 
effectively implement the policies in reality. For example, Hegang SME bureau 
mentioned that various forms of SME subsidy programs cannot be fully realized 
due to government’s financial limitation. In Jixi’s case, the government’s financial 
constraint has limited its risk appetite in supporting SMEs as they’re riskier than 
larger companies. Even though some SME support agents would like to take on 
new initiatives to service local SMEs, the financial budget limited the scale of 
solution. For example, Jixi’s Jiguan Economic Development Zone would like to 
establish a SME incubator within its premise, but partially due to the limited amount 
of financial resources, the incubator will only be a small-scale experiment. 

(iii) Due to insufficient funding and lack of qualified personnel, many existing 
SME support services do not have a targeted and professional design. Many 
incubators and economic development zones in the four cities do not have any 
industry focus and hence are not able to offer industry-specific support to their 
incubatees. For example, in Jixi, the Jiguan District Economic Development Zone 
is spread-out and not designed to provide targeted support to companies in 
specific industries. The gaps in the design of SME support service have created a 
negative feedback loop. As the support agents fail to deliver tailored services that 
SMEs in focus industries need, companies over time stop seeking help from the 
support agents. Without their constituents actively engaged in the support services 
delivered, the support agents are less incentivized to invest more resources to 
improve the service design.  

(iv) Constant government personnel changes have caused a lack of policy 
continuity, which together with the lack of financial resources have led to 
failure to implement SME supporting policies. At the provincial and the city 
level, the current government has a large influence in deciding policy priorities. As 
the senior members of the provincial and city government change fairly frequently, 
the policy agenda also alters as a result. For example, the provincial-level SME 
growth program was a priority program in Jixi during the previous executive body’s 
tenure. Therefore, SMEs from Jixi were consecutively recommended to participate 
in the provincial-level SME growth program and received subsidies. However, this 
program is no longer a policy priority now, so the SME participation discontinued. 
The lack of policy continuity creates uncertainties for both SMEs and the SME 
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support agents. Since policy implementation can last for a long duration, with less 
certainty on whether a particular policy will continue to enjoy priority for 
implementation over time, both the SMEs and support agents tend to take a more 
risk-averse stand implementing the existing policies. 

(v) Various government agents are partially responsible for SME support efforts, 
and there is little coordination amongst all the different efforts. As the 
previous policy review section elaborates, the current SME support polices are 
broad and all-encompassing, ranging from access to finance to technology 
upgrades. Within each topic area, there are also multiple government entities 
responsible for the implementation. In fact, in the latest provincial-level SME 
support policy from 2016, “Opinions on Supporting the Development of Private 
Sector Economies,” there are more than 20 different government entities 
responsible for the policy execution. Because there is no single overarching entity 
that spearheads all the moving pieces, the various government agents involved in 
implementing the policies tend to focus mostly on their respective areas, and there 
is a lack of coordination among the different parties. Yet the critical challenges that 
SMEs face are often created by intertwined issues that have close connections 
with one another. The nature of the challenges demands collaboration across 
experts from different areas to provide holistic solutions. The policy silos tend to 
lead to uncoordinated actions that are not conducive to creating the needed holistic 
solutions.     

Even within one specific policy area, there are still at least 2-3 government entities 
working on implementation. The division of responsibilities is not always clear 
among the 2-3 government entities, which leads to a lack of accountability. Without 
specific and clear key performing indicators established to hold each responsible 
government agent accountable, there are few consequences even if the policies 
are not actually implemented effectively. Without efficient and proper 
implementation, SMEs in the four cities still hardly can receive the needed support. 

 

3. Future plans by the project cities to address the service gaps in SME capacity 
building support 

58.  Addressing current service gaps, the cities have plans to address current service gaps 
in the following areas:  

(i) Further promote industry clusters. Some municipal government agents are 
actively advocating the development of new industry clusters in non-coal pillar 
industries. For example, in Qitaihe, in addition to supporting existing manufacturing 
companies on its premise, the economic development zone is launching a new 
incubator exclusively to attract and support companies in bio-fermentation industry 
from food additives, industrial additives to medicines. In terms of the format of 
support, the Qitaihe economic development zone has gone beyond providing 
physical infrastructure such as power plants, manufacturing plants and office 
buildings, and intends to offer more in-depth business support and incubation that 
helps SMEs in the bio-fermentation industry grow over time.  

(ii) Improve the usability of existing government SME online platforms. The four 
cities have already established respective SME support online platforms listing 
latest policy and available services. However, these platforms are not actively used 
by the SMEs for various reasons. For example, one of the reasons is that the 
platforms are often designed and operated by government-affiliated organizations 
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that are not profit-driven. These organizations are not incentivized to improve user 
experience. Some of the support agents in the four cities, such as the Hegang 
SME bureau, are keen to improve the usability of their SME online platforms and 
better engage SMEs online.   

(iii) More effectively execute government policies. As the previous policy section 
indicates, there are ample specific policies from national, provincial, and city level 
that provide explicit support to SMEs. Such favorable policies are often executed 
by multiple government entities. SMEs often find it difficult to effectively navigate 
among the array of government entities to seek out the relevant support and hope 
to receive more concrete favorable policy support, such as tax reduction and 
subsidies. As the connection between SMEs and other government entities, SME 
bureaus and economic development zones plan to further help better implement 
the government policies and provide SMEs the concrete support needed.  

(iv) Provide more in-depth capacity building services Although support agents 
have conducted various forms of capacity building services, SMEs mentioned that 
these services are not targeted enough and hence not always effective. Therefore, 
the SME support agents intend to create more in-depth programs to fulfill SMEs’ 
business needs. For example, the Jixi Jiguan district economic zone plans to set 
up a SME incubator that focuses on companies in the pharmaceutical, food, new 
materials, and mechanical manufacturing industry. In Shuangyashan, to create 
better career perspective for entry-level SME employees, the SME bureau plans 
to invite private-sector technical skills training organization to provide trainings in 
areas that SME employees are interested in. 

 

4. Gap analysis of the future plans for SME capacity building support  
by the project cities 

59.  While the cities intend to strengthen the SME capacity building support via various 
methods mentioned in the previous section, the cities still face the following gaps in their future 
plans. 

(i) Lack of targeted support from experts in different industries: the SME support 
agents in the four cities still lack industry-specific talents in green agriculture, 
tourism, graphite, technology and furniture manufacturing. Although the SME 
support agents intend to promote industry-specific clusters, without the relevant 
professionals in the specific industry to provide the industry-specific advisory, it 
would be challenging for the industry clusters to grow.  

(ii) Lack of corresponding investments alongside the SME capacity building: the 
future plans of SME capacity building do not involve any actual investments in the 
SMEs. Financial support is one of the most urgent needs of SMEs in the four coal-
rich cities. The future plans of SME capacity building without the financial support 
component are less effective in addressing the needs of SMEs. Furthermore, even 
if the other components of the capacity building program are still relevant to the 
SMEs, without the financial investments component as an ultimate motivator, 
SMEs will be less incentivized to partake in the rest of components.        

(iii) No emphasis on research and development support: the four coal-rich cities 
are promoting the growth of more value-added and technically advanced industries, 
and yet the SMEs in these industries often do not have much support in research 
and development. Without professional support in research and product 
development, it will continue to be challenging to upgrade the local SMEs to the 
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more value-adding positions. 

(iv) The SME capacity building program has limited reach: the future plans of SME 
capacity building are more sporadic and focus on a relatively small group of SMEs. 
With the current design, it is challenging to reach a larger SME audience.   

     

H. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT (BDS) PROGRAM DESIGN AND TARGETS  

60.  Overall, the BDS component intends to grow a wide range of SMEs in non-coal industries 
focusing on the identified pillar industries by providing them (i) general business planning and 
management consulting services support, and (ii) services specific to their respective industries 
including technical support, and (iii) custom- tailored support to meet specific needs of individual 
companies. The SMEs that will receive the BDS, will be promoted and considered to receive 
subloans from the Financial Intermediary Loan (FIL) of the ADB project. Specifically, BDS will 
comprise of 3 components for all 4 project cities: (i) the SME customized capacity building, (ii) a 
regional web-based SME service platform to cover all 4 cities, and (iii) the strengthening of SME 
associations. The proposed BDS components funded under the ADB project will build on existing 
infrastructure provided by four coal-rich cities, mostly by their SME bureaus, and also by their 
support systems in the industrial parks. The BDS will also strengthen the capacity of the cities’ 
SME bureaus and cooperate and coordinate with the provincial SME offices and share lessons 
learned to create benefits on the provincial level. SME bureau trainings for the four project cities 
with participation from the Heilongjiang SME office and possibly SME bureaus from other cities 
are planned. 

1. SME customized capacity building  

61.  The SME customized capacity building targets to service high-potential SMEs who 
expect to be “investment-ready” in 2 years’ time. The services include the following: first, connect 
SMEs with one-on-one mentors who are industry experts or investors with focus on target non-
coal pillar industries, such as green agriculture, tourism, graphite, technology and furniture 
manufacturing. For example, a company producing high-calcium vegetables will be connected 
with experts from the agriculture research academy in the relevant area. The experts will be in 
regular contact with the company to assist the company to improve the calcium contents of its 
products. The experts will also travel to work with the company in person once every three months.    

 

62.  Second, establish a pool of general topic experts who will address specific needs of these 
high-potential SMEs. General topics include business plan preparation, financial management, 
legal counsel, investor networking, marketing, and general sales force management. Such 
experts will travel to meet with the companies in person once every three months. During the 
visits, the experts will meet with the respective BDS companies’ colleagues who are in charge of 
business development, finance, product development to understand their challenges and design 
actionable follow-up items. The more standard practices and learnings, such as how to prepared 
a business plan when fundraising, will be recorded and posted on the web-based SME service 
platform.  

 

63.  Third, organize periodic pitching workshops to connect SMEs with investors or 
commercial banks. Financial advisors will support high-potential BDS companies to refine their 
investor pitches. In addition, financial advisors will introduce BDS companies to the relevant 
investors and commercial banks to facilitate potential investments in the BDS companies. 
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64.  And lastly, A seeding grant of RMB75,000 will be provided to each eligible SME so that 
the SMEs can use the grant to conduct new product research and development. More specifically, 
the grants can be used to hire research and development experts in particular areas related to 
the companies’ core businesses, or to purchase research equipment.  

 

65.  Performance targets will be determined for each SME by phases. The performance 
targets should be inline with FIC project company’s criteria, and will be evaluated regularly. 
Successful “graduates” of the program will be recommended for loans. 

2. A subregional Web-based SME service platform for the four project cities 

66.  The regional web-based SME platform targets to service all SMEs in the region. The 
services include the following: first, add profiles of SMEs in the local non-coal pillar industries to 
showcase to potential investors or customers. The profiles will include all the key information 
about the companies’ products and services and its future fundraising needs.   

 

67.  Second, organize an annual SME case competition, inviting more companies to join the 
case demonstration. The judges will be composed of experts in the respective industries and 
investors. The outperformers in the case competition will be eligible to enter the SME customized 
capacity building program. The competition will mostly focus on attracting SMEs from the non-
coal pillar industries such as green agriculture, tourism, graphite, technology and furniture 
manufacturing.    

 

68.  Third, the SME service platform will list a pool of general experts, service providers, and 
funding resources for SMEs to tap into. Both the BDS companies and the city SME bureau can 
easily contact the experts and service providers to receive immediate services.  

 

69.  Fourth, the SME service platform will elaborate on recent development of SME-related 
policies and in-depth interpretations by SME bureaus. The SME policy analysis will focus on the 
implementation implications and offer actionable suggestions on how BDS companies can take 
advantage of the policies.   

 

70.  Lastly, on-line short training courses (including training video by experts) organized by 
topics (e.g. how to prepare business plans, how to pitch to investors, etc.) will be available on the 
SME web platform. All BDS companies and the city SME bureau can assess the trainings online 
via the BDS web portal as well as the existing SME bureau web platform in each city. 

3. SME Association and design of training / capacity building model 

71.  Major responsibilities of SME association are to liaise between SMEs and their enabling 
environment, to connect the specific needs of companies, to coordinate with the relevant experts 
and service providers, and to organize off-line events including training seminars and regional 
case competition, as well as to oversee the operation of the web-based service platform.  

 

72.  The pool of general topic experts who advise the BDS companies will also conduct 
regular general business trainings for the members of SME associations and the SME bureaus 
locally. The training / capacity building model will mostly cover shared – service related topics 
including financial management, legal, HR, Tax, IT, business plan preparation and investor 
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pitching, technology and product development, key account management, strategic planning, and 
marketing & branding. There will be two trainings planned per topic per year. 

4. Program organization structure and Roles of Institutions 

 

Figure 13:  Business Development Support Organization Structure 

 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
 

73. Provincial level BDS business development support. At the provincial level, the 
financial department, the development and reform commission, and the ADB will collaborate to 
provide guidance to the city-level management and operation organizations.  
 
74. City level business development support BDS support. At the city level, the project 
leading group will overlook the project management office, which coordinates all efforts for the 
SME support component of the project. Within each project management office, each city will 
form a dedicated and professional BDS office that performs the following responsibilities: 
Appraise and screen for potential subproject companies: 
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(i) Seek out and screen for service providers to support subproject companies 
(ii) Bridge business partnerships with institutional partners including research and 

product development 
(iii) Organize periodic pitching workshop to connect subprojects with investors or 

commercial banks 
(iv) Track and report the incubation progress of the subproject companies  

 
75. Proposed business development service support. The proposed BDS program can 
complement the existing SME development and economic transformation efforts in the four cities 
and address some of the critical gaps in the existing framework. To ensure effective incubation 
support to the new non-coal industry cluster, various SME support agents should provide more 
targeted and professionally-designed programs in topics such as general management, finance, 
product design, strategy etc. However, the SME support agents in the four cities often lack such 
talents. The pool of general business topic experts in the BDS design will address the shortage 
of professional expertise for general business topics by connecting them to SMEs on regular basis 
and measuring the experts’ performance based on the progress of the companies they are 
supporting. In addition, it is also important to initiate collaboration between research agencies or 
local/regional universities and SMEs in the non-coal pillar industries. Such targeted partnership 
can not only fuel the technical innovations that these companies need but also help companies 
attract suitable technical talents. The BDS program design has incorporated technical support 
from industry-specific experts to fulfill SMEs’ specific technical needs that cannot be fulfilled under 
the current SME support mechanisms.   
 
76. Together with the financial intermediation component, BDS will help SMEs secure 
financing more sustainably: Both the financial intermediation component (FIC) and the BDS 
subcomponent will support the growth of high-potential SMEs but from different angles. FIC 
provides companies the needed financial support that they struggle to receive from the current 
SME support agents. BDS complements the FIC support by improving SMEs’ overall business 
operation so there is less FIC default risk. BDS will monitor and improve the business / and 
financial performance of FIC recipients. The BDS component can provide timely correction to FIC 
recipients’ operation and strategy, so they are more likely to grow with a healthy trajectory, 
therefore reducing potential default risk. With healthier financing track record, it is more likely for 
the companies to secure additional future funding even if the other SME support agents are not 
able to provide further financial support. 
 
77. The BDS program will Improve the usability of existing government SME platform:  
to make the existing SME service platform more relevant to the SMEs, the BDS program has 
been referenced against the more successful platforms in other provinces such as Guizhou as 
benchmarks. Furthermore, based on the referenced feedback, the BDS program has designed to 
enrich the platform functionalities to include what are most needed by SMEs, such as applying to 
government short-term loans, contacting technical experts in the respective industries, and 
accessing to commercial services etc.       
    
78.  BDS program inclusive business targets: In addition to SME development and 
economic transformation targets, the BDS component also aspires to introduce and achieve 
various inclusive business social targets. Inclusive Businesses are companies with commercially 
viable and bankable business models that create scaled up, innovative, and systemic solutions 
for the poor and low income people. The poor are defined by the government as those people 
with annual per capita income of less than (about) CNY 2,30011 (about CNY 1,000 per rural farm 
household), and the low-income people have typically income up to CNY 30,000 (close to the $6 

                                                
12 Current debt + interest: using the beginning balance of short-term debt as proxy (no long-term debt recorded) 
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international poverty line at international purchasing power parity rate). IB companies typically 
involve thousands of people in their value chain of which at least 60% are low income, pay 
substantially higher than market rates, and implement – as part of their core business strategy – 
other innovations to help the poor. More specific to SMEs in the four cities, the BDS program is 
designed to achieve the below targets across reach, depth, social innovation, and gender equity 
dimension.  
 
79.  Expected benefits of the ADB supported BDS. By supporting the BDS program, ADB 
fills the current and planned service gaps in the city level and province level SME support system 
and program. Furthermore, ADB emphasizes on the long-term growth opportunities that could be 
overlooked by local private sector commercial entities. In addition, ADB introduces new ways of 
operation, such as the inclusive business approach, to the local SMEs so they could envision 
alternative strategies. ADB also provides holistic solutions from both financial and non-financial 
angles to meet local SMEs’ diverse needs.   
 
80.  By supporting the BDS program, the ADB will create various positive impacts in the four 
project cities as follows. First, with a BDS focus on green agriculture, tourism, graphite, furniture, 
and technology industries, a total of 100 SMEs will strengthen their business development 
capacities and will be able to mobilize more financial resources therefore become the future 
“backbone” to transform and diversify the economy of the 4 coal-rich cities in 5 years. Second, 
the 100 SMEs supported by ADB’s BDS program will exemplify their success in scaling up 
business and transforming local economy. Their success will motivate more SMEs to join them, 
therefore catalyzing a larger-scale economic transformation. Third, more than 10 companies that 
graduated from the BDS program are expected to develop more solid business plans and capacity 
to receive and use the FIL loan, and effectively minimize the loan default risk. Fourth, out of the 
SMEs that ADB will support, at least 20 of them will graduate from the BDS program as inclusive 
businesses whose core businesses will provide solutions to the relevant problems of the low-
income population in the four cities. Lastly, local capacity to service SMEs will be strengthened, 
and the BDS offices at 4 coal-rich cities will be set up and able to deploy tailored services. 
SME Survey and Potential BDS Company Candidates   
 
81.  SME survey and initial assessment. The BDS specialist team has interviewed 56 
companies in the four coal-rich cities to assess whether they are potentially suitable for BDS or 
FIC. A list of SMEs in the project cities and initial screening evaluation is in Appendix 1. The team 
has first conducted initial appraisals to screen out companies that breach any required BDS and 
FIC criteria. Out of all the companies that passed the initial appraisals, the team conducted in-
depth interviews with the companies’ senior management to further understand the SMEs’ 
business model, product and service, challenges faced and capacity building needs. After the 
round of detailed management interviews, the specialist team selected a few high-potential BDS 
companies. With the high-potential BDS companies, the specialist team further liaised with the 
SMEs to conduct more in-depth financial due diligence. SME case description with key 
information on a few selected potential BDS candidate and FIC candidate and pipeline companies 
is in Appendix 2. A quick appraisal of BDS candidates is in Appendix 3. 
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APPENDIX 1: INITIAL LIST OF SMALL- AND MEDIUM SIZED COMPANIES FOR FINANCIAL 

INTERMEDIATION COMPONENT AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES READINESS  

 Name of Company Location Sector / Key Production 

Candidates for FIC and support from BDS 

1 Ding Zun Bio Technology Hegang  Chinese black fungus sticks 

2 Jin Long Golden Dragon 

Rice Co. 

Hegang Rice production (organic, green, regular rice) 

3 Tian Feng Agricultural 

Machinery  

Hegang Machinery manufacturing for farming 

 Luobei Wolong Planting 

Machine  

Hegang Machinery manufacturing for farming 

(planting) 

4 Lian Zhong Ke Chuang  Jixi B2B e-commerce platform for Jixi wholesalers 

to sell to rural supermarkets  

5 Hao Shi Graphite  Jixi Process refined graphite powder and artificial 

diamond.  

6 Dong Zhi Xing 

Vegetables and Fruits 

Qitaihe  Vegetables and fruits production and 

processing 

7 Heng Yi Qitaihe  Electrical Equipment (Voltage switch boxes, 

linear motor and vibration sieve) 

8 Qing Shan Bio 

Technology 

Shuangyashan  Shiitake mushroom stick production 

9 Kai Nong Bio Technology Shuangyashan Selenium nutrient solution and selenium-rich 

rice 

10 Zhong Chuang 

Mechanics 

Shuangyashan  Manufacturing of equipment using nano-sized 

materials with technology from Taiwan 

Candidates for BDS and FIC Pipeline 

1 Hua Xin Technology Hegang  Lithium battery materials  

2 Shuang Nan Xing Hegang  Chinese traditional medicine production  

3 Huawei Wood  Jixi Produce wooden doors  

 Pu Lai De Jixi Lithium battery negative pole  

4 Heng Dong Construction Qitaihe Heat insulating walls and garage doors 

5 Wangtong Pipe  Qitaihe  Large-scale outdoor pipe production  

6 Raohe Black Bees Shuangyashan Black bee raising, honey production 

7 Nong Ken East Yuan 

Food 

Shuangyashan Multi-grain processed powder product 

8 Dong Hu (East Lake) 

Tourism 

Shuangyashan  Operate a water recreational park in Qitaihe  
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9 Tian Hui Organic-fertilizer  Shuangyashan  Bio-fertilizer production 

10 Cai Yuan Agricultural 

Machinery Cooperative  

Shuangyashan  Recycle straw to sell to electric companies to 

create bio diesel; Rice and wheat cooperative; 

Sell farming equipment as distributor 

Business Development Services Pipeline Candidates 

1 Dao Le Hegang  Rice soil-less incubator  

2 Feng Yuan Plastics  Hegang Produce food packaging bags  

3 Shan Cheng Food  Hegang Soy bean deep-processing products  

 Wang Lao Wu Food  Hegang Food processing and restaurants  

4 Gu Run Plumbing 

Supplies 

Hegang Plumbing supplies manufacturing  

5 Lifeng Vinegar  Jixi  Vinegar production 

6 Zhao Wen Li Kang  Jixi Produce eye exercise machine, snacks and 

drinks that help preventing myopia 

7 Rong Sheng Da Soy 

Sauce 

Qitaihe  Organic soy sauce production 

8 Medical device company Qitaihe  Infusion set production 

9 Shuangrui Mushroom Shuangyashan Mushroom production and processing 

10 Kai Nong Bio Technology Shuangyashan  Produce selenium nutrient solution to grow 

selenium-rich rice, black fungus, and eggs 

11 Dong Fang Yuan Food Shuangyashan  Multi-grain processed food production  

12 Heilong Double Boiler  Shuangyashan Industrial boiler manufacturing  

Candidates for General Business Development Services Support  

for Grooming and Observation 

1 Sen Di Wine Set  Qitaihe  Produce oak barrels for wine and liquor  

2 Yong Xin Cement Casting 

Supplements 

Qitaihe  Cement casting supplements 

3 Shengchang Agricultural 

Products  

Qitaihe  Strawberry, raspberry, and corn production 

 Corn processing 

company 

Qitaihe  Processed starch products  

4 A graphite company Shuangyashan Graphite high tech materials processing (also 

mining, which cannot be supported) 

5 Bai Mi Tang  Hegang  Rice processing  
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6 Peng Cheng Technology  Hegang  Railway track sound insulator  

7 Tongxin Rubber Shuangyashan Produce rubber ventilation products that are 

used in coal mines  

8 Tian Xiang  Jixi  Raise cows and sell dairy products to the local 

consumers 

9 De Yuan Electronics  Jixi Electronic motor for coal mines, factories and 

oil fields  

10 Bei Te Rui  Jixi Graphite mining  

11 A pig farm Jixi Raise and slaughter pigs  

12 Domestic work platform  Jixi O2O domestic work platform that connects 

users and domestic workers  

13 An artifact company Jixi Produce art works out of tin foil 

14 An irrigation system 

company 

Jixi Produce irrigation systems for rice paddies  

15 A wedding planning 

company 

Jixi High-end wedding planning  

16 A film company Jixi Produce commercial videos  

17 Hou De Technology  Hegang Produce unmanned aerial vehicle to distribute 

pesticides 

18 Yue Sheng Machinery  Shuangyashan  Manufacturing of machinery (coal sieving – 

cannot be supported unless change) 

19 Qite Supermarket  Shuangyashan  Local supermarket chain 

20 Wei Ke Te Bio 

Technology  

Shuangyashan  Produce hard liquor and ethanol  

21 Cai Lu Cooperative  Shuangyashan  Deer cooperative 

22 Haiqing Car Rental  Shuangyashan  Provide driving school students after-school 

driving training sessions and car rental 

services  

Source: Asian Development Bank. 
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APPENDIX 2: TEN SME CASE DESCRIPTIONS ON A FEW SELECTED POTENTIAL BDS 

CANDIDATE AND FIL CANDIDATE AND PIPELINE COMPANIES 

A. SME CASE 1: DING ZUN BIO TECHNOLOGY 

Business and Technical Highlights 

Heilongjiang province is one of the most suitable locations to grow black fungus. The hilly 

areas of Hegang produce wasted wooden chips that are the key raw materials to produce black 

fungus sticks. With the local government support for green agricultural companies, Ding Zun Bio 

Technology leverages its close geographical proximity to the wooden chip source and its long-

term collaboration with the forestry bureau to produce high-quality black fungus sticks with low 

cost.  

With a strategy that combines individual farmers, large cooperative, and company production 

base, the company serves to promote more efficient methods to grow black fungus, strengthen 

the existing black fungus value chain, and consequently create sustainable growth in the 

company’s black fungus stick sales. 

However, the company is highly dependent on access to cheap raw materials. The single 

main core competency introduces large uncertainties if there is any change in relationship with 

the raw material provider.  Therefore, over time it is important for the company to develop other 

strategic resources in addition to access to raw materials, so as to ensure sustainable business 

growth. 

Financial Highlights 

Ding Zun sold RMB32.67 million of black fungus sticks in 2016 with a net profit margin of 

21%, which is higher than those of the benchmarked companies in agricultural industry. It has a 

low debt to equity ratio of 0.15 in 2016, no current borrowing from banks and a high liquidity ratio 

of 2.47 in 2016.  

Ding Zun plans to invest 213.45 million to expand its existing black fungus sticks production 

facility and to set up two new product lines: the factory for soil-less incubator and the greenhouse 

for growing the black fungus. 

Ding Zun’s productivity will highly related to the supply of wooden chips, which is regulated 

by the government. Although the company has signed contracts with two Forestry Bureaus to 

secure its raw material supply, it’s estimated only 50% of its needs after the investment can be 

settled.  

The company can realize full productivity capacity in 2018 and estimates to sell all the 
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products from new business lines as it has reached oral contract with two buyers. However it is 

worth noticing that there might be potential changes to the oral agreement, and the company yet 

to build up sales capacity on black fungus and soil-less incubator. 

Social Highlights 

With its business growth, Ding Zun is able to drive demand and employment for the upstream 

wood chips market and downstream logistics business. Moreover, the company has sold its 

products mostly to ex-forestry laid-off workers who now can enjoy a significant income increase 

growing black fungus. The total reach of low-income population is more than 4000 households, 

which is quite significant for a company of its current size (2016 revenue at RMB 32.67 million). 

However, some of the key social safeguards criteria still need to be further verified.  

Environmental Highlights 

Ding Zun has taken the necessary steps to mitigate the negative environmental impacts of 

its black fungus stick production, for example by setting up its own waste water treatment plant. 

In the future, the company plans to collect used black fungus sticks from its customers and 

process them into soil-less incubator for rice. The new line of product can potentially absorb a 

large amount of wastes from the company’s stick production. However, some of the key 

environmental safeguards criteria still need to be further verified.  

BDS Needs 

In the company’s existing mushroom stick business, Ding Zun intends to expand its 

production level, but lacks a concrete and viable implementation plan. Furthermore, with 

increased production capacity, the company needs to expand its sales channels.  

Ding Zun is also venturing into the processed black fungus market, which is a new arena for 

the company. Ding Zun needs a full strategy for the new business from product design, supply 

management to sales strategy. 

The BDS team can potentially design a specific incubation program to help Ding Zun on 

business strategy of both the expansion of existing mushroom sticks business and the 

establishment of processed black fungus business. Moreover, the BDS team can also give Ding 

Zun on-going support on topics such as branding of processed black fungus, and sales channel 

development for both existing and new businesses. 

The BDS team can also help the company to intentionally build in product or operation design 

that can potentially include more low-income farmers, create further income increase, and create 

more industry transformation.  
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The BDS team can introduce additional investors and commercial banks that might be 

interested in financing the expansion of the mushroom stick production.   

Business and Technical Assessment  

 

Ding Zun Bio Technology is an agricultural company based in Hegang. The company 

produces and sells Chinese black fungus sticks to local farmers in Hegang.  

 

Business Strategy 

Ding Zun currently sells 10% of its black fungus mushroom sticks to medium to large-scale 

farms, 80% to individual farmers, and keeps the remaining 10% to grow on the company’s 

production base. The company is planning to prioritize sales to large-scale farms, expand the size 

of the company’s own production base, and introduce its own black fungus brand.   

 

By focusing on large-scale farms and cooperatives as customers, the company can reduce 

the total costs of distribution compared to selling to individual farmers. The large-scale farms and 

cooperatives will further influence small farmers in its neighboring counties to drive up demand 

for the company’s black fungus sticks. 

 

By establishing and expanding the company’s own production base, the company can 

formulate an exemplary production model and establish a more efficient standard of growing black 

fungus so that its customers can follow suite. Once more of its customers follow the company’s 

efficient methods of production, they will enjoy larger yields and higher income, and therefore buy 

more black fungus sticks from the company. 

 

Ding Zun also plans to introduce its own black fungus brand to strengthen its product value 

chain. The company will source black fungus from local farmers upon successful launch of its own 

brand, therefore ensuring a constant demand for farmers’ black fungus, and driving up continuous 

demand for the company’s black fungus sticks.       

 

Core Competencies  

 

Ding Zun has secured long-term and low-cost access to key raw materials of black fungus 

sticks. The company has signed a long-term contract with the local forestry bureau to collect the 

otherwise wasted specialized wood chips in the hilly areas of Hegang. As a result, the company 

enjoys a much cheaper and more stable source of key raw materials compared to its competitors.  

 

In addition, Ding Zun has worked with experts from the provincial academy of science to 

produce better quality products. With more refined technology, the company’s products have low 

material wastage rate and produce higher-quality harvest.  
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Management Capacity  

 

The management team has professional background in forestry management and black 

fungus industry. The team is open to explore new areas of business development and welcomes 

incubation services. 

    

Financial Analysis 

 2014 2015 2016 

Revenue (RMB) / / 32,670,000 

Current ratio / / 2.47 

Leverage (debt/equity 

ratio) 
/ / 0.15 

Debt service12 / / / 

Net profit margin / / 21% 

Profitability: 

Ding Zun started the sales of black fungus sticks in 2016, and reached RMB32.67 million of 

revenue. The company’s net profit margin is 21% in 2016, much higher than those of the 

benchmarked companies in agricultural industry. 80% of the product cost comes from wood chips, 

and their supply is regulated by the government. 

Using its proceeds on reinvestment, Ding Zun is expected to increase its sales of black fungus 

sticks by an additional RMB27.8 million or 85% in 2018, when the new investment reaches full 

production capacity. The major factor influencing production scale will be the availability of wood 

chips. The company has set up two joint ventures with local Forestry Bureaus to secure its wood 

chip supply, one JV with protected below-market price while the other doesn’t have price-related 

clause. However, only half of its needs in 2018 can be guaranteed. Although the company has 

raw material stocks to meet the needs in 2018, its further expansion is still at risk. 

The company will also launch its own brand of black fungus, and recycle used sticks to 

produce soil-less incubator for rice. The sales forecast in 2018 from the two new business lines 

are RMB59.5 million and RMB22.5 million respectively. However, it is worth noticing that the 

forecast is largely based on production capacity, while the company yet to build up sales capacity 

for the new business lines2. The gross margin of soil-less incubator for rice is estimated to be 67% 

as company can access disposed black fungus sticks for free. 

                                                
12 Current debt + interest: using the beginning balance of short-term debt as proxy (no long-term debt recorded) 

2 The company has reached oral agreement with a black fungus dealer, and oral agreement with the local 

government on the sales of soil-less incubator for rice. 
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Debt Management.: 

Ding Zun currently has no debt from any banks. The company's debt to equity ratio in 2016 

is only 0.15, which is much lower than our benchmarked companies in agribusiness sector whose 

ratio ranges from 0.6 to 1.3. 

The ratio is expected to increase to 0.4 as the company plans to borrow a loan of 100 million 

while expanding its equity capital by 113 million. But this is still at the low end compared to other 

benchmarked companies. 

In addition to the potential loan of 100 million from ADB, the company doesn’t rule out the 

possibility to borrow another 20 million from other commercial banks, therefore expand its equity 

capital by 93 million instead of 113 million. 

In the most conservative scenario, with a total loan of 120 million and estimated annual profit 

of 53 million in 2018, its debt service ratio is estimated to achieve 0.5, on par with those of the 

benchmarked companies whose ratio ranges from 0.3 to 1.4. 

Liquidity: 

The company's current ratio in 2016 is 2.47, much higher than that of the benchmarked 

companies in agribusiness sector, from 1.1 to 2.8.  

The growth of sales will be offset by increasing needs on working capital, thus the company’s 

liquidity post-investment is estimated to remain at same level. 

Social Assessment 

Non-coal economic/industrial transformation  

Ding Zun is categorized as a green agricultural firm that belongs to one of the key non-coal 

pillar industries the Hegang government is promoting. The company has already created 

significant growth and employment opportunities throughout its supply chain. From an upstream 

perspective, Ding Zun needs 4-5 ton of wood chips per year as raw materials to reach its existing 

production level, creating additional employment for 4000-5000 workers in the wood chips market. 

In the downstream, to distribute the company’s 50 million units of black fungus sticks, the 

company uses 2500 trucks, driving up demands for the local logistics services.   

People 

1. Social reach:  
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Ding Zun engages local low-income population both as employees and consumers. The 

company currently hires 200 ex-coal mine and forestry workers as production workers to 

manufacture black fungus sticks at its factory. Before working for Ding Zun, government subsidies 

are the main source of income for these ex-coal mine and forestry workers. The company sells 

its black fungus sticks to 4000 farmer households to grow black fungus. Most of the customers 

are also low-income ex-forestry farm workers. 

Ding Zun’s business model is labor-intensive and requires little skills. Therefore, as the 

company’s production scale grows over time, the company can create much larger coverage of 

low-income and low-skilled people in Hegang. With its planned expansion of annual production 

amount from 50 million sticks to 60 million sticks next year, Ding Zun will allow another 800 

additional farmer households to grow black fungus. 

2. Social depth:  

The people whom Ding Zun works with have few alternative income sources: They either 

receive government subsidies as laid-off coal mine and forestry workers or grow low-margin crops 

such as corns. Due to its limited supply, black fungus is a much more profitable crop to grow. 

Consequently, by growing black fungus with Ding Zun’s product, the ex-coal mine and ex-forestry 

farm workers can make an additional 12 thousand RMB net profit per family every year. 

Environmental Assessment  

Ding Zun has built its own waste water treatment plant to process waste water from its 

production, mitigating the negative impacts of its operation. In the future, the company plans to 

collect the used black fungus sticks from its customers and process them into soil-less incubator 

for rice. The new line of product can potentially absorb a large amount of wastes from the 

company production and also create a new revenue source.  

ADB Loan Needs and IRR Analysis 

 

Ding Zun plans to borrow CNY100 million from ADB, with a total investment of CNY213.45 

million 

 

The investment will be used on three projects: 1) Factory for soil-less incubator (total 

investment of 148.35 million, ADB 50 million) 2) Greenhouse for growing black fungus (total 

investment of 25 million, ADB 20 million) and 3) Expansion of facility for the production base of 

black fungus sticks (total investment of CNY40.1 million, and from ADB subloan CNY30 million) 

 

The Internal Rate of Return(IRR) of the new investment is 19.93% in 15 years, and the 

sensitivity assessments under different scenarios are as follows: 
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➢ With 10% overrun in investment cost, the IRR will be 16.42% 

➢ With 10% increase in operation costs, the IRR will be 16.66% 

➢ With the project delayed by one year, the IRR will be 15.66% 

➢ With 10% less in revenue, the IRR will be 12.37% 

The company has provided sales forecast in 2018 which serves as the basis of our revenue 

forecast in the following years. However, the 2018 forecast is based on the assumption that Ding 

Zun can sell all the products from its two new business lines at full production capacity, which is 

very aggressive 

 

Based on Ding Zun’s business strategy and financial performance, two major factors that 

will potentially impact the IRR of new investment are the quick realization of sales forecast in the 

short-term and the stable supply of wood chips 

B. SME CASE 2: JIN LONG (GOLDEN DRAGON) RICE CO. 

Business and Technical Highlights 

(i) Jin Long achieved the revenue of RMB20 mil in 2016. The three product lines are: 

organic rice (Grade-A rice), green rice (Grade-B rice), and regular rice (Grace-C rice), 

with decreasing grade in terms of pesticide residue, and lower market price.  

(ii) The company partners with one cooperative to produce Grade- A and B rice. The 

company provides soil fermentation technique and material, and purchases the rice from 

the cooperatives with pre-determined price. Grade-C rice is purchased from farmers, 

quality similar to market grade. The purchase price increases from Grade C to B and A 

(iii) 90%+ of the company’s revenue was from traditional distribution network, while 

contribution from on-line (Taobao) and outlet is rather limited.  

(iv) We estimate the company’s net profit is around 5~10%. Although Type B and C has 

higher gross margin (~30%), their total volume contribution is less than Type A, whose 

gross margin is ~20%. Furthermore, as the revenue is relatively small, the net margin is 

squeezed by its fixed cost, mostly management and financial cost. 

Financial Highlights 

• Break-down of company’s 3 product lines is as follows 

 Grade-A rice Grade-B rice Grade-C rice 

Volume (tons) 50 4,000 7,000 

Price (‘000 RMB / 

ton) 

18.0 8.0 5.2 

Gross margin 20% 30% 30% 

 

• Break-down of company’s 3 product lines is as follows 
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(RMB, ‘000) 2014 2015 2016 2021 

Revenue  xx xx 20,000 xx 

Gross margin xx xx 5,000 (25%) xx 

SG&A  xx xx 600 xx 

Land and office xx xx 150 xx 

Financial xx xx 650 xx 

Depreciation xx xx - xx 

EBTA xx xx 3,600 (18%) xx 

 

 

Social Highlights  

(i) Economic transformation: The company is currently working with the local 

cooperative and large farmers as both agricultural technology service provider and 

contractor. The higher price for “green rice” and the company’s services will help 

promote green technologies such as soil fermentation and reduce over application of 

pesticides among local farmers.  

(ii) Employment and social: The company is currently employing ~25 people. With the 

business expansion, they expect to double the size of employees in next 3 years; 

Different from most of rice in the market, the company’s green or organic rice has 

extremely low content of pesticide residue benefitted from its soil fermentation 

technique, and is a safe-food solution for mass consumers.  

(iii) Gender promotion: the entrepreneur is a female entrepreneur, with over 20 years of 

experience in the food processing industry 

Environmental Highlights 

(iv) A common challenge facing China’s mass arable land is the over-application of 

fertilizer. To improve the harvest yield, farmers are used to apply excessive amount of 

chemical fertilizers, which however decrease land productivity in the long run. The 

company is actively promoting soil fermentation technique, which helps absorb 

pesticide residue, a strong guarantee for food safety, and also effectively enhance the 

soil productivity in the long run. 

ADB Loan Needs  

 The company plans to expand the sales of “green rice” from fermented soil with their 

technical support. Price of such “green rice” is 60% - 260% higher than that of regular rice. To 

achieve such objective, the company demands RMB5~10M loan to finance their purchase of 

“green” rice from farmers, which will be marketed in the following year. The company will repay 

the loan after they sold the products, usually within 6 months 

 

 The entrepreneur is taking ~RMB 8 mil loan from her personal network, with ~8% interest 

rate. The company has never applied commercial loans.  
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Recommendations  

 We recommend Jin Long as FIL company due to its low-risk business model, economic 

impact on transforming local agribusiness, the contribution to sustainable farming, and provision 

of safe-food solution to mass consumers. 

 

 However, the company’s scaling-up potential is mostly constrained by its financial resource 

and its marketing capacity. BDS can add value to the company by tailoring its social brand. 

C. SME CASE 3: TIAN FENG AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 

Business and Technical Highlights 

(i) Tian Feng achieved the revenue of RMB10 mil in 2016. The four product lines are: 

grinders in combined harvesters, threshers in combined harvesters, dissemblers, and 

complete combined harvesters.  

(ii) The company has developed proprietary technologies in making threshers in combined 

harvesters. The company currently holds 20+ technology patents.  

(iii) Even though there are copycat versions of the company’s product from larger complete 

combined harvester manufacturers, the company can provide more timely post-sales 

maintenance services to its clients, as the company has more in-depth knowledge on its 

own technologies. As a result of better services, there is better client stickiness. 

However, given the company only has 40-50 employees, it is unlikely that Tian Feng can 

provide very in-depth services for a lot of its clients.  

(iv) Although the company holds its own patents, it is still uncertain how high the 

technological barrier is to develop similar products and why the larger-scale complete 

combined harvester manufacturers cannot easily replicate Tian Feng’s products and 

make them better. 

(v) 90%+ of the company’s revenue is from individual farmers who earn most of them 

income from providing harvesting services to other farmers. The remaining revenue 

comes from sales to cooperatives and large-scale combined harvester manufacturers.  

As the life cycle of a harvester is fairly long (approximately 20-30 years) and the 

individual farmer clients do not frequently change the harvester’s parts, Tian Feng 

expects that the growth in sales to individual farmers might not be huge. Instead, the 

company intends to expand sales to large harvester manufacturers.  

(vi) We estimate that the company’s net profit is around 10%~20%. The three lines of 

products that are already at scale (grinders, threshers, and dissemblers) all have similar 

gross margin. The complete combined harvesters will be more profitable than the other 

three product lines, but at the moment this new product line is only in piloting stage due 

to various concerns. First, the company’s major clientele heavily rely on their harvesters 

to earn their livings. Most of their income during the year comes from on average fewer 
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than one month of offering harvesting services. Therefore, it is critical to ensure the 

quality of the harvesters. Otherwise, if the clients’ harvesters easily break down during 

harvest season and cannot be quickly fixed, then it is very easy to permanently lose the 

clients. Thus, until Tian Feng can ensure the quality of its complete harvesters, the 

company is hesitant to expand production. Second, Tian Feng is concerned that once 

the larger harvester manufacturers are aware of Tian Feng’s new machine, then the 

larger competitors can replicate the model and quickly gain large market share due to 

competitors’ financial advantage. Thus, unless Tian Feng comes up with a viable 

strategy to handle relationships with its current large clients and potential competitors, 

the company is not willing to expand the harvester production. Therefore, depends on 

the scale of the new complete harvester business line, it is uncertain how much the 

company’s overall profitability level will change in the future.  

Financial Highlights 

(i) Break-down of company’s 4 product lines is as follows 

 Grinders Threshers  Dissemblers  Complete 

harvester 

Volume (# of 

machines) 

400 300 90 Fewer than 10 

Price (‘000 RMB / 

ton) 

8k 20k 12k 500k 

Gross margin 20% 20% 20% NA 

 

(ii) The company expects its revenue to double by 2021.  

Social Highlights 

(i) Economic transformation: The company’s threshers can be used to harvest multiple 

crops, increasing the harvest efficiency for farmers. With increased harvest efficiency, 

farmers can consequently enjoy a larger income. The larger income will incentivize 

more farmers to prefer more efficient harvesters, upgrading the farming machinery in 

the region.   

(ii) Employment and social:  

➢ The company is currently employing ~50 people. If the complete harvester product 

were to be successful, then the company will need to hire additional 100 employees.  

➢ The farmers who buy Tian Feng’s products can use their harvesters to harvest 

multiple kinds of crops, whereas they can only harvest one type of crop using other 

products. With more crop varietals that can be harvested, and each crop has 

different harvest period, farmers can work longer time in a year, provide more 

harvesting services, and earn more income if they use Tian Feng’s product. 
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ADB Financing Needs  

(i) The company plans to borrow RMB 5 million to expand its factory and buy addition 

equipment to improve the quality of its current products and increase its production 

capacity.  

(ii) With the new loan, the company can double its production level. The increase in 

products can be sold through its existing sales channels.  

(iii) The entrepreneur has borrowed and repaid ~RMB 5 mil loan from Longjiang Bank as 

short-term working capital. The annual interest is approximately 10%. The company 

considers such an interest rate as too high, so does not want to use the loan for longer 

term.   

Recommendations  

 

The self-claimed high technological barrier of entry in terms of product design still needs to 

be verified.  

 

As the crop prices dropped and natural disasters frequently occurred, farmers’ purchasing 

power has decreased recently, which negatively influences the combined harvester industry. 

Tian Feng produces critical parts of combined harvesters and thus can also be negatively 

impacted if the growth prospect for the harvester industry is not positive.  It is uncertain how 

much growth potential there is for the combined harvester industry, as well as the upstream 

supply chain for harvesters that Tian Feng is in.  

 

Tian Feng is still having challenges positing itself with large-scale combined harvester 

manufacturers. On one hand, these large-scale companies are Tian Feng’s clients. Tian Feng 

would like to further expand sales to these large clients with large purchasing power. On the 

other hand, Tian Feng constantly faces the issue that the large harvester manufacturers buy few 

of its products and immediately replicate them. Tian Feng would like to engage the larger clients 

with more in-depth collaboration, such as partner up in R&D efforts, but so far, the large clients 

still do not value Tian Feng more than a supplier. Tian Feng currently does not have a clear 

strategy to handle its relationships with the large-scale combined harvester manufacturers.  

 

The company has its technology edge and its stable clientele. The company’s product can 

also increase farming efficiency, upgrade farming machinery technology and increase income 

for farmers. Thus, we recommend the company as a BDS candidate company. 

 

However, due to the previously mentioned uncertainties, the company is not yet sufficiently 

ready for FIL.  
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D. SME CASE 4: QING SHAN BIO TECHNOLOGY CASE REPORT 

Business and Technical Highlights 

Qing Shan Bio Technology has adopted the “company + farmers + production base” model, 

selling mushroom sticks, employing farmers to grow mushroom at its production base, sourcing 

mushroom from farmers, and selling shitake mushroom both domestically and abroad. The 

company’s strategy is to integrate with the entire supply chain for shiitake mushrooms and 

become the industry leader throughout multiple aspects of the supply chain from producing fresh 

mushrooms, to manufacturing processed products, to offering other value-adding services. Such 

a strategy can diversify the company’s income sources, create synergy across the company’s 

business lines, reduce risks of relying on certain suppliers, and leverages the company’s 

established businesses in the south.   

Financial Highlights 

The company’s revenue has increased to 16.2 million RMB in 2016 from 7.5 million in 2015. 

The net profit margin has increased to 30/2% in 2016 from 20% in 2015.  

Social Highlights 

Qing Shan Bio Technology has achieved wide reach of social impact by taking farmers as 

consumers to buy mushroom sticks to grow higher margin mushroom, as workers to produce 

mushroom sticks, and as suppliers to grow mushrooms to sell to the firm. The company creates 

significant income increase for the farmers that it covers with holistic services from selling 

mushroom sticks to farmers in the beginning, to providing farmers with technical assistance during 

production, and to sourcing farmers’ mushrooms 

Environmental Highlights 

Qing Shan Bio Technology is making efforts to recycle the used mushroom sticks to make 

into organic fertilizer.   

BDS Needs 

As Qing Shan Bio Technology launches its new agriculture tourism business, the company 

needs advice on how to effectively market its new service and attract tourists to its mushroom 

production base.  

In the Shuangyashan region, there are a few companies that also aim to implement similar 

business models as Qing Shan Bio Technology. The company needs further support on how to 

differentiate itself from potential competitors in the region.  
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Business and Technical Assessment  

Business Strategy 

Qingshan Bio Technology produces fresh shiitake mushrooms and exports most of its high-

grade products abroad. The fresh mushroom business line constitutes 70% of the overall 

company revenue. The company has also launched a few processed mushroom products to 

absorb the supply of lower quality mushrooms. In the future, Qingshan Bio Technology will expand 

the company mushroom production base to cover Raohe region. With the new company 

production bases, Qing Shan will further increase its fresh mushroom yields. Moreover, the 

company will further develop its processed mushroom product lines and launch a new line of 

agriculture tourism business focusing on its mushroom production base.  

Qingshan Bio Technology’s overall business strategy is to integrate and strengthen the entire 

shiitake mushroom supply chain. By positioning itself throughout the whole supply chain, the 

company can diversify its revenue sources and avoid significantly relying on other parties 

alongside the supply chain.   

Core Competencies  

The founding team of Qing Shan Bio Technology has been in the mushroom industry in the 

south for more than ten years. With the past experience, the company has developed proprietary 

mushroom seeds that have low material wastage rate. Furthermore, Qing Shan Bio Technology 

has already established mature distribution channels in the south from the founding team’s 

existing connections. The company’s products are directly sold through these long-term 

distribution partners. Even if in the future the company’s production level further increases, its 

existing extensive distribution channels can easily absorb the product supply.     

 

Management Capacity  

The management team has been in the mushroom business for more than ten years. The 

company was founded and managed by a female entrepreneur.  

 

Financial Analysis 

 2014 2015 2016 

Revenue (million RMB) / 7.5 16.2  

Current ratio / / / 

Leverage (debt/equity 

ratio) 
/ / / 

Debt service13 / / / 

                                                
13 Current debt + interest: using the beginning balance of short-term debt as proxy (no long-term debt 

recorded), given data availability 

2 The company has reached oral agreement with a black fungus dealer, and oral agreement with the local 
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Net profit margin / 20% 30.2% 

Social Assessment 

Non-coal economic/industrial transformation  

Qing Shan is categorized as a green agricultural firm that belongs to one of the key non-coal 

pillar industries the Shuangyashan government is promoting. The company has already created 

growth and employment opportunities throughout its supply chain. From an upstream perspective, 

the company buys more than 1000 ton of woods from local Shuangyashan timber mills. With the 

company’s purchase, the local timber mills have created approximately 30 new jobs. In the 

downstream, the company distributes its fresh mushroom and processed mushroom products via 

its own sales channels in the south and hence does not create much growth opportunity locally.  

People 

1. Social reach:  

Qing Shan Bio Technology works with local farmers and ex-coal miners as employees, 

consumers and suppliers. The company hires local farmers and ex-coal miners as employees to 

manufacture mushroom sticks. Then the mushroom sticks are sold to farmers and ex-coal miners 

in the county to grow mushrooms either at their own land or at the company production base. 

Afterwards farmers and ex-coal miners harvest the mushrooms and sell them to Qing Shan to 

distribute both domestically and internationally 

The company hires 32 permanent workers and 170 temporary workers to manufacture 

mushroom sticks. The company is also working with 1730 local farmers and ex-coal miners who 

buy mushroom sticks from Qing Shan, grow mushrooms on their own land and sell mushrooms 

back to Qing Shan.  

In the future, the company plans to build a new production base in Raohe county, which is 

categorized as a national-level impoverished county. The company will rent the new Raohe 

production base to 15-20 local households and teach them mushroom production techniques. 

After these households enjoy income increase, they will serve as exemplary households to 

showcase to other local farmers and to encourage more farmers to buy the company’s products 

and to increase income.  

2. Social depth:  

For the households that buy the sticks to grow mushrooms either on their own land or on the 

company production base, most of them used to grow corns, making approximately RMB45K of 

                                                

government on the sales of soil-less incubator for rice. 
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profit annually. After switching to mushrooms, each household can make an annual profit of 

RMB110K on average, a significant improvement of RMB65K every year 

Environmental Assessment  

Last year Qing Shan Bio Technology produced more than 2 million units of mushroom sticks. 

After these mushroom sticks are used, the company recycled half of the total mushroom stick 

production amount to manufacture organic fertilizers. Overtime the company plans to recycle 

more used mushroom sticks and to further manufacture organic fertilizers to reduce production 

wastes.     

ADB Loan Needs  

Qing Shan Bio Technology already borrowed RMB 5 million from Longjiang bank to expand 

its mushroom stick production. In the future, the company plans to borrow additional RMB 30 

million to expand its deep processing plant and develop eco-tourism. In addition to the bank loans, 

Qing Shan will also self-raise RMB 20 million to grow its deep processing and eco-tourism 

business.   

E. SME CASE 5: RAOHE BLACK BEES CASE REPORT  

Business and Technical Highlights 

Raohe Black Bees operates a black bee production base and honey processing plant. The 

company’s honey product has obtained the European Union quality certification and is the leading 

agriculture product of the county in Heilongjiang province. 

Financial Highlights 

Mil RMB 2014 2015 2016 

Revenue 62.54 62.83 57.83 

Net Margin % 9.0% 8.8% 8.4% 

 

Social Highlights 

 Local farmers traditionally raise bees without any technical training, and consequently the 

quality of the honey produced is subpar. Moreover, farmers sell their honey to vendors at relatively 

low and volatile prices, earning fairly low income. 

 Raohe Black Bees builds out bee production facilities, leases the facilities to local farmers, 

and provides them with technical training. Farmers raise their own bees on the Raohe production 
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base and sell the honey back to the company at a fixed protection price that is higher than market 

standard. If the honey satisfies the higher European Union quality standards, the farmers are paid 

a premium over the protection price for their honey. 

 Raohe incentivizes farmers to focus on the quality of honey by offering free technical training 

and a premium for higher-quality products. With improved honey quality, farmers can earn higher 

margin and avoid income fluctuation 

Environmental Highlights 

 The company uses all wooden beehives without any chemical paints. All the garbage 

generated from the honey production is collected and recycled. The company is in the process of 

receiving its certification as an organic bee farm by the European Union.   

BDS Needs  

Raohe is planning to produce more varietals of processed honey products, which will create 

a larger demand for farmers’ honey, further broadening social impacts to more farmers. The 

company needs to define more detailed product design and marketing strategy. 

Social Assessment 

People 

1. Social reach:  

 Raohe has leased its production base to 100 farmer households out of total 700 bee farmer 

households locally. 

2. Social depth: 

 The company’s standard honey protection price is on average 30% higher than industry 

average. The company pays twice or three times that of the industry price for honey that satisfies 

the European Union quality standards. Thus, after working with Raohe Black Bees, farmers can 

double them income from RMB70K to RMB150K per year per household 

ADB Loan Needs  

 In the past, local government has subsidized the interest of loans that the company needs 

to repay. However, such subsidy has stopped as local government is suffering from decreasing 

tax revenue. 

 

 Raohe Black Bees is looking for an investment of RMB10-15 million to expand its processing 
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plant to produce more varietals of processed honey products and to build its eco-tourism facilities. 

The company plans to finance it through loans. 

F. SME CASE 6: LUOBEI WOLONG PLANTING MACHINE 

Business and Technical Highlights 

 Luobei Wolong is one of the few seedling planting machine manufacturers in Hegang. 

Financial Highlights 

 The revenue for Luobei Wolong in 2016 was RMB 10 million, and the net profit was RMB 2 

million. 

Social Highlights  

 The company hires 25 full-time technical workers in Hegang.   

BDS Needs 

 The company needs technical support to develop new seedling planting machines products. 

The company plans to introduce more standardized management methods, especially around 

talent recruitment and retention. Moreover, the company needs support further broadening its 

sales channels in the three-river plain area in the northeastern provinces.  

Business and Technical Assessment  

 

Core Competencies   

 The company holds six patterns and mostly sells its products via direct sales to farmers’ 

cooperatives in Heilongjiang. 

 

Management Capacity  

 The company was founded and managed by a female entrepreneur.  

 

ADB Loan Needs and IRR Analysis 

 

Luobei Wolong has lent out RMB 1.4 million from commercial banks. The company plans to 

borrow RMB 10 million to expand its factory scale.  

G. SME CASE 7: HENG YI 

Business and Technical Highlights 
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 Heng Yi manufactures measurement cabinets and voltage switch boxes as its core products.  

 The company has developed a proprietary linear motor product that can be sold as critical 

parts to vibration sieve manufacturers. Alternatively, the company can use their own linear motors 

and build its own vibration sieves to sell directly to end clients that need vibration sieves, such as 

cigarettes companies. The new linear motor business is still development stage and has not 

generated any revenue.  

Financial Highlights 

 Heng Yi’s annual revenue in 2016 was RMB 40 million. 

Social Highlights  

 The company hires 60 workers who are mostly graduates from vocational schools. Workers' 

monthly salary is on average RMB 4000. The salary is higher than that of the other factories, as 

there is higher technical requirement for the workers and the workers are better compensated for 

higher skills. 

BDS Needs 

  Heng Yi seeks expert support on its marketing and new market expansion strategy. 

 Heng Yi needs BDS support to develop a clearer business strategy design. The company 

needs to work with BDS experts to answer the following strategy questions: should the company 

focus on producing the linear motor only or the entire vibration sieve combing the linear motor 

and other parts? Who should the company’s target clients be? If the end clients are the 

cigarettes companies, how to break into the existing supply chain? If the end clients are the 

sieve machines providers, then the company should only focus on selling the linear motors.  

Business and Technical Assessment  

 

Core Competencies   

 There is a large demand for more efficient vibration sieves from cigarette factory. Linear 

motors in vibration sieves are much more energy efficient and cost saving. However, currently 

there is no competitor using linear motors for vibration sieves. Heng Yi is in the position to capture 

the market opportunities, as the company has already developed a successful linear motor 

products and can secure its technical advantage by holding two invention patents and 6 utility 

model patents.  

 

ADB Loan Needs  
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The company takes on 9 million of one-year loan. The government invests 10 million in the 

company and takes up 25% of the equity in convertible debt. The company is planning to take 

on new loans or be listed on the New Third Board this July. 

H. SME CASE 8: LIAN ZHONG KE CHUANG 

Business and Technical Highlights 

 Lian Zhong Ke Chuang is a business-to-business e-commerce platform for wholesalers to 

sell to rural supermarkets in Jixi. The platform helps resolve the challenge that rural 

supermarkets face to efficiently and reliably source products. The rural super markets can be 

quickly serviced and do not need to interact with so many intermediary distributors. The platform 

also provides a more affordable alternative channel for wholesalers to reach end clients.  

Financial Highlights 

 Lian Zhong Ke Chuang’s revenue in 2016 was RMB 100 thousand. 

Social Highlights 

 The company hires 10 employees in Jixi managing logistics, sorting and sales. The company 

provides more convenient services to 400 rural supermarkets, and creates cost-saving 

opportunities for 30-40 vegetable wholesalers. 

BDS Needs 

 Lian Zhong Ke Chuang needs expert support to attract talents especially in the e-commerce 

space to Jixi and retain the talents. The company also needs guidance on how to pitch the 

company to angel investors.  

Business and Technical Assessment  

 

Core Competencies   

The company provides convenient channel and reliable post-sales services to rural super 

market clients, who are not well serviced by the large-scale e-commerce companies. 

  

Lian Zhong Ke Chuang has also built its own logistics and sorting centers so the company 

can more quickly reach its rural clients. 
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I. SME CASE 9: HUA XIN TECHNOLOGY 

Business and Technical Highlights 

 Based in Hegang, Hua Xin Technology produces artificial graphite and natural graphite to be 

used as lithium battery negative poles.   

Financial Highlights 

 The company’s revenue in 2016 was 15 million, and the net profit was 5 million.  

Social Highlights  

 The company hires 30 workers, and most of them are ex-coal mine workers. Once the 

company invests in the latest graphite refining machine, the company can increase production 

and create new jobs for a few hundreds of local workers.  

BDS Needs 

The company needs support attracting and retaining financial management talents and mid-

level managers.  

Business and Technical Assessment  

Core Competencies   

 

The company’s graphite particle contains more electrons (385 electrons) than that of its 

competitors. The technical barrier to achieve such a level is high. Therefore, its product is in large 

demand, for example in the electronic car industry. 

 The company is a national-level high-technology company that holds 5 patents.  

 

Management Capacity 

The CEO of the company has been in the graphite industry since 2003 

 

Environmental Assessment  

 Hua Xin Technology plans to invest in the latest refining machine, which will not use the 

chemical process to refine graphite, thus reducing environmental pollution.    

ADB Loan Needs and IRR Analysis 
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The company has received RMB 12 million of loan from Bank of China. In the near term 

cannot receive loans from commercial banks anymore. The company still needs RMB 50 million 

of investment to purchase the latest refining machine and be used as working capital. 

J. SME CASE 10: DONG ZHI XING VEGETABLES AND FRUITS 

Business and Technical Highlights 

 Dong Zhi Xing is a vegetables and fruits production and processing company based in Qitaihe. 

Its high-calcium vegetable product enjoys technological and geographical advantage over 

potential competitors. Its processing vegetable product lines produce high-end frozen vegetables 

that sell for premium prices over competitors’ products.  

Financial Highlights 

 The revenue for Dong Zhi Xing Vegetables and Fruits in 2016 was RMB 23 million, and the 

net profit was RMB 3 million. 

Social Highlights 

 Dong Zhi Xing engages the local farmers and ex-coal mine workers as suppliers. By offering 

higher purchasing prices, the company creates income increase opportunities for the local 

households and at the same time ensures the quality of its raw materials.     

BDS Needs 

 Dong Zhi Xing needs to receive technical support from agricultural experts to ensure that its 

rice product can efficiently absorb the calcium. The company also needs support further 

exploring sales and marketing channels via offline local shops, wholesale distributors, and e-

commerce channels. Dong Zhi Xing should also work on building better brand awareness. 

Business and Technical Assessment  

 Dong Zhi Xing is a vegetables and fruits production and processing company based in Qitaihe.  

  

Business Strategy 

 Dong Zhi Xing currently produces deep-processed vegetables, such as corn and okra and 

high-calcium rice. In the future, the company will focus on working with China Agricultural 

University to develop more high-calcium vegetable varietals. 

 

Core Competencies   

 Dong Zhi Xing enjoys its geographical advantage in Heilongjiang province. Only Jilin and 

Heilongjiang province are suitable to grow high-calcium vegetables. In addition, the company has 
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built up close collaboration with China Agricultural University. Through the collaboration, Dong Zhi 

Xing possesses a product development advantage in the high-calcium vegetable sector, which 

will take roughly five years for the other companies to catch up. Furthermore, although the existing 

freeze vegetable product lines do not have high barrier of entry, the company produces high-end 

organic products that are sold at premium prices, and the product quality is difficult to be matched 

by competitors. 

 

Management Capacity  

 The company CEO was previously in the restaurant industry. He started his career in 

agriculture in 2009 and started researching the high-calcium vegetable business in 2015. 

    

Social Assessment 

People 

1. Social reach:  

Dong Zhi Xing signs vegetable purchasing contract with 209 farmer households. The 

company provides seeds, fertilizers, technical guidance to the farmers who signed contracts with 

the firm. Half of the total workers are ex-coal mine workers. The other half are local farmers. Once 

the high-calcium vegetable unit is introduced, the company will sign contracts with 50 additional 

households. 

65% of the company full-time workers are female. 

2. Social depth:  

 For the company’s deep-processed corn product line, Dong Zhi Xing pays additional RMB 

5000-6000 more per acre than its competitors do. For a household with an average 10 acres of 

land for corn, the farmers make RMB 50K-60K more if they were to sell to Dong Zhi Xing. The 

company does so to ensure high quality supply of products. 

 For the company’s high-calcium rice product line, the market average purchasing price for 

high-calcium rice is RMB 3/kg. The company buys from farmers at RMB 3.8/kg. Each household 

on average earns additional RMB 7200 by selling the high-calcium rice to Dong Zhi Xing.  

ADB Loan Needs 

 Dong Zhi Xing has lent out RMB 5 million one-year loan at 10% interest rate. The company 

plans to borrow RMB 10 million used as working capital when purchasing vegetable from 

suppliers. 
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APPENDIX 3: POTENTIAL BDS AND FIC PIPELINE CANDIDATES QUICK APPRAISAL  

1. Nong Ken East Yuan Food 

 

Company Profile 

Company 

name 

Nong Ken East Yuan 

Food  

Year of 

Establishment  

 

Location  

Shuangyashan  Number of 

Employees 

30 

2016 

Revenue 

RMB 10 million 

Profitability % 

40% 

Leverage % 

0 Loan in 

demand (ADB) 

RMB 50 million 

Sector / 

product 

 Produce multi-grain processed powder product   

 

Assessment:  

 The company will expand its production base and to use the additional raw material 

from its own production base to achieve more consistent product quality.  

 Recommend to be a BDS candidate and possible FIC pipeline   

 

Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(i) A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses .  

(ii) A2- No new land acquisition1) 

(iii) A3- No labor retrenchment 

(iv) A4- Location in compliant with government 

approvals, and not belong to an industry that is to be 

phased out2)  

(v) A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 3) 

(vi) A6- Comply with the industry policies of Heilongjiang 

Province 4) 

(vii) A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 

Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic B1- processed multi-grain powder   
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transformation of cities B2 – the company plans to sell its 

products to young consumers in 

addition to the existing elderly 

consumers. 

 

(i) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

(ii) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 

(iii) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

(iv) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for co-

financing 

 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 5) 

 

(i) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of 

total subproject investment 

(ii) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  

 

Economic Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(iii) Economic internal rate of return must be greater 

than 12%, and must be viable under adverse 

sensitivity scenarios: 

a)  +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  

 

 

Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(i) E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

(ii) Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 

(iii) E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 
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consent for the commercialization of such 

resources. 

(iv) E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

(v) E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

(vi) E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

(vii) E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

Need especially product design and technology support.  

 

2. Tian Hui Organic Fertilizer 

 

Company Profile 

Company 

name 

Tian Hui Organic 

Fertilizer   

Year of 

Establishment  

2015 

Location  

Shuangyashan  Number of 

Employees 

 

2016 

Revenue 

RMB 0 

Profitability % 

0 

Leverage % 

 Loan in 

demand (ADB) 

RMB 20 million 

Sector / 

product 

 Produce organic fertilizer out of manure  

 

Assessment:  

 The company has received technological support from its Taiwanese partner and 

university partners in Heilongjiang to launch the product prototype.  

 The company will launch its product at scale later in 2017. Need to watch for the 

product launch status.  

 Recommend company as a BDS candidate and possible FIC pipeline.     
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Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(viii) A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses   

(ix) A2- No new land acquisition6) 

(x) A3- No labor retrenchment 

(xi) A4- Location in compliant with government approvals, 

and not belong to an industry that is to be phased 

out7)  

(xii) A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 8) 

(xiii) A6- Comply with the industry policies of Heilongjiang 

Province 9) 

(xiv) A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 

 

Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic 

transformation of cities 

B1- produce organic fertilizer  

B2 –the company will start selling the 

end products this year and plan to sell 

the equipment and technology needed 

to produce organic fertilizer.  

B3- the company is located in 

Shuangyashan   

(v) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

(vi) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 

(vii) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

(viii) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for co-

financing 

 

 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 10) 

 

(iv) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of 

total subproject investment 

(v) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  
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Economic Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(vi) Economic internal rate of return must be greater 

than 12%, and must be viable under adverse 

sensitivity scenarios: 

a) +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  

 

 

Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(viii) E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

(ix) Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 

(x) E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 

consent for the commercialization of such 

resources. 

(xi) E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

(xii) E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

(xiii) E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

(xiv) E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

The company will need BDS help to expand its product sales.  

 

3. Kai Nong Bio Technology 

 

Company Profile 
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Company 

name 

Kai Nong Bio 

Technology 

Year of 

Establishment  

 

Location  

Shuangyashan  Number of 

Employees 

 

2016 

Revenue 

RMB 700 K 

Profitability % 

0 

Leverage % 

0 Loan in 

demand (ADB) 

RMB 50 million 

Sector / 

product 

 Produce selenium nutrient solution to grow selenium-rich rice, black 

fungus, and eggs 

 Produce and sell selenium-rich rice that is bought from local farmers.  

 

Assessment:  

The company plans to sell 1000 ton of selenium-rich rice. Need to watch to see if the 

company can accomplish the sales target.  

The company needs to be able to distinguish its products from competitors’ products. 

Because the company buys most of the rice from farmers instead of growing at the 

company production base, the company needs to ensure product quality.  

Recommend company as a BDS candidate and possible FIC pipeline.     

 

Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(xv) A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses  

(xvi) A2- No new land acquisition11) 

(xvii) A3- No labor retrenchment 

(xviii) A4- Location in compliant with government 

approvals, and not belong to an industry that is to 

be phased out12)  

(xix) A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 13) 

(xx) A6- Comply with the industry policies of 

Heilongjiang Province 14) 

(xxi) A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 

 

Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 
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B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic 

transformation of cities 

B1- Selenium nutrient solution for 

agricultural products, and selenium-rich 

rice  

B2 – the sales target for selenium-rich 

rice this year is 1000 ton.   

B3 – located in Shuangyashan  

 

(ix) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

(x) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 

(xi) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

(xii) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for co-

financing 

 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 15) 

 

(vii) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of 

total subproject investment 

(viii) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  

 

Economic Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(ix) Economic internal rate of return must be greater 

than 12%, and must be viable under adverse 

sensitivity scenarios: 

a)  +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  

 

 

Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(xv) E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

(xvi) Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 

(xvii) E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 
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consent for the commercialization of such 

resources. 

(xviii) E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

(xix) E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

(xx) E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

(xxi) E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

 

4. Zhong Chuang Mechanics 

 

Company Profile 

Company 

name 

Zhong Chuang 

Mechanics  

Year of 

Establishment  

2016 

Location  

Shuangyashan  Number of 

Employees 

 

2016 

Revenue 

0 

Profitability % 

0 

Leverage % 

 Loan in demand 

(ADB) 

 

Sector / 

product 

 Manufacture equipment with technology from Taiwan to produce nano-

sized materials 

 

Decision on company:  

 There are still large uncertainties about how high the technology barrier for the product 

is, and how well the product sales will be.  

 Recommend company as a BDS candidate for consideration     

 

Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 
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(xxii) A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses  

(xxiii) A2- No new land acquisition16) 

(xxiv) A3- No labor retrenchment 

(xxv) A4- Location in compliant with government 

approvals, and not belong to an industry that is to be 

phased out17)  

(xxvi) A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 18) 

(xxvii) A6- Comply with the industry policies of Heilongjiang 

Province 19) 

(xxviii) A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 

 

Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic 

transformation of cities 

B1- manufacture machines to produce 

nano-sized materials  

B2 – the company will start 

manufacturing the equipment in July 

and target to sell 50 machines this year. 

Need to watch for the product launch.   

B3 – located in Shuangyashan 

 

(xiii) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

(xiv) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 

(xv) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

(xvi) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for co-

financing 

 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 20) 

 

(x) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of 

total subproject investment 

(xi) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  

 

Economic Criteria  
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Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(xii) Economic internal rate of return must be greater 

than 12%, and must be viable under adverse 

sensitivity scenarios: 

a)  +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  

 

 

Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(xxii) E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

(xxiii) Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 

(xxiv) E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 

consent for the commercialization of such 

resources. 

(xxv) E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

(xxvi) E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

(xxvii) E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

(xxviii) E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

 

5. Cai Yuan Farming Equipment 

 

Company Profile 

Company 

name 

Cai Yuan Farming 

Equipment  

Year of 

Establishment  

2010 

Location  

Shuangyashan  Number of 

Employees 

50 
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2016 

Revenue 

RMB 48 million 

Profitability % 

2.1% 

Leverage % 

RMB 3.1 million loan 

from postal saving bank  

Loan in 

demand (ADB) 

RMB 5 million  

Sector / 

product 

 Recycle straw to sell to electric companies to create bio diesel  

 Rice and wheat cooperative  

 Sell farming equipment as distributor  

 

Assessment:  

 The company is focusing on the straw recycling business line in the future, which 

coincides with the national policy focus. The company will work with the local 

government to source straws, then process with the company’s equipment and sell to 

the local electricity companies to generate bio-diesel. The overall market growth 

potential is large, but still need to watch whether the company itself is well-positioned to 

grow in the expanding market.  

 Recommend company as a BDS candidate and possible FIC pipeline.     

 

Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(xxix) A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses  

(xxx) A2- No new land acquisition21) 

(xxxi) A3- No labor retrenchment 

(xxxii) A4- Location in compliant with government 

approvals, and not belong to an industry that is to be 

phased out22)  

(xxxiii) A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 23) 

(xxxiv) A6- Comply with the industry policies of Heilongjiang 

Province 24) 

(xxxv) A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 

 

Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic 

transformation of cities 

B1- straw recycling, rice and wheat 

production, and farming equipment 
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(xvii) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

maintenance and sales  

B2 – need to watch development of 

straw recycling business 

B4 – located in Shuangyashan  

B5 – Longjiang Bank has lent to the 

company 

(xviii) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 

(xix) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

(xx) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for 

co-financing 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 25) 

 

(xiii) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of total 

subproject investment 

(xiv) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  

 

Economic Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(xv) Economic internal rate of return must be greater than 

12%, and must be viable under adverse sensitivity 

scenarios: 

a)  +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  

 

 

Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(xxix) E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

(xxx) Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 

(xxxi) E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 

consent for the commercialization of such resources. 
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(xxxii) E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

(xxxiii) E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

(xxxiv) E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

(xxxv) E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

Help the company expand its straw recycling business  

6. Dong Hu Tourism (East Lake Tourism) 

 

Company Profile 

Company 

name 

Dong Hu Tourism  Year of 

Establishment  

2008 

Location  

Qitaihe  Number of 

Employees 

80-90 

2016 

Revenue 

RMB 2 million 

Profitability % 

40% 

Leverage % 

Longjiang Bank loan 

RMB 5 million 

Loan in 

demand (ADB) 

RMB 130 million 

Sector / 

product 

Operate a water recreational park in Qitaihe   

 

Assessment:  

 The company is one of the very few tourism companies in Qitaihe, and it belongs to the 

non-coal pillar industry that the city is intending to promote. 

 The company’s scale is still very small. And need to watch to see if the company in 

scale.  

 Consider company as a BDS candidate.     

 

Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 
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(xxxvi) A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses  

A2- No new land acquisition26) 

A3- No labor retrenchment 

A4- Location in compliant with government 

approvals, and not belong to an industry that is to be 

phased out27)  

A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 28) 

A6- Comply with the industry policies of Heilongjiang 

Province 29) 

A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 
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Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic 

transformation of cities 

B1- already operated a water 

recreational park and plan to build a 

new hot spring park 

B2 – need to watch and see if the water 

recreational park and the hot spring 

park can attract a large number of 

tourists 

B3 – located in Qitaihe   

B4 – female founder 

B5 – Longjiang Bank already lends to 

the company 

(xxi) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

(xxii) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 

(xxiii) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

(xxiv) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for 

co-financing 

 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 30) 

C-2 the company self-financing of the 

hot spring project is less than 20% of the 

total investment (xvi) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of 

total subproject investment 

(xvii) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  

 

Economic Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(xviii) Economic internal rate of return must be greater 

than 12%, and must be viable under adverse 

sensitivity scenarios: 

a)  +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  
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Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

(xxxvi) E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 

E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 

consent for the commercialization of such 

resources. 

E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

 

7. Heng Dong Construction 

 

Company Profile 

Company 

name 

Heng Dong Construction Year of 

Establishment  

2010 

Location  

Qitaihe  Number of 

Employees 

60 

2016 

Revenue 

RMB 30 million 

Profitability % 

1.3% 

Leverage % 

One year loan RMB 9 

million from Harbin Bank  

Loan in 

demand (ADB) 

No immediate financing 

need  

Sector / 

product 

Manufacture heat insulating walls and garage gates  
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Assessment:  

The company has established stable client relationships with Russian clients. The 

company’s product takes up 60% of market share in Russia. However, the company 

does not have much technical innovation in its products. Its main competitive edge 

comes from lower product costs as a result of close proximity to Russia and rapid 

design of new products.  

The company does not have immediate financing needs, but would like to ask for 

advisory help on market expansion and internal management.  

The company creates stable number of jobs locally and does not intend to further 

increase employment locally.  

The company does not take any particular action to create any positive environmental 

impact.  

Given that the company is in a commoditized industry  

that is not doing well recently, the company’s products do not have much innovation, 

and the company will not create a large transformation role in the local economy,  

Consider including company in BDS pipeline.   

 

Must Meet Criteria: Subproject Screening Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

A1- Not involved in coal-related businesses  

A2- No new land acquisition31) 

A3- No labor retrenchment 

A4- Location in compliant with government 

approvals, and not belong to an industry that is to 

be phased out32)  

A5- Not involved in any prohibited activities by ADB 

safeguard policy 33) 

A6- Comply with the industry policies of 

Heilongjiang Province 34) 

A7- The company should satisfy the national-level 

SME definition 

 

Technical Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

B1- In non-coal sector contributing to economic 

transformation of cities 

B1-manufactures heat insulating walls 

and garage gates to mostly export to 

Russia and Korea.  

B2 – the construction industry has not 

been growing much recently. Need to 

watch how fast the company can 

(xxv) B2- Have good growth potential with feasible 

technology 

(xxvi) B3- Located in the geographic areas of the 

respective cities 
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(xxvii) B4- A strong plus if owned AND managed by a 

woman entrepreneur 

expand sales to middle eastern and 

south east Asian markets. 

B3- The company’s main factory is 

based in Qitaihe.  

B5- Harbin Bank already gives out loan 

to the company  

(xxviii) B5- Other investment institutions are ready for co-

financing 

 

Financial Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

C-1 Financially creditworthy, without poor credit 

record 35) 

 

 

C-2 The company is not looking for 

additional investment.   

(xix) C-2 Counterpart financing of minimum of 20% of 

total subproject investment 

(xx) C-3 Commit to enhance capacities in project 

planning, financing, implementing and monitoring 

during preparation and implementation periods  

 

Economic Criteria  

Criteria Description Remarks on current / future position 

(xxi) Economic internal rate of return must be greater 

than 12%, and must be viable under adverse 

sensitivity scenarios: 

a)  +10% investment cost overruns  

b) +10% ops cost 

c) project delay by one year 

d) -10% less revenues  

 

 

Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 

Criteria Description Remarks upon any unconformity 

E1- No adverse impacts on ethnic minorities  

Not located in environmental protection zone / 

cultural heritage site 
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E2- Not support enterprises which have activities 

involving commercial development of cultural 

resources of Indigenous Peoples without their 

consent for the commercialization of such 

resources. 

E3- Designed, constructed, and operated in 

accordance with relevant national and provincial 

social and environmental laws and regulations. 

(xxxvii) E4- Meet requirements of the ESMS developed for 

the loan project 

E5- Proper approvals from proper national / 

provincial authorities in-charge. 

E6- Will be a strong plus if has good employment 

generation potential 

 

BDS Needs and Remarks 

The company needs experts’ help to expand sales to new markets in the middle east and south 

east Asia.  

The company needs experts’ help to strengthen the company’s internal management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


